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I. INTRODUCTION

1. In pursuance of a decision taken by the Seventh Conference of Heads of State
or Government of Non-Aligned Countries, held at New Delhi in ltarch 1983, a
I'tinist'erial Meeting of Non-Aligned and other Developing Countries was convened at
New Delhi on l0 and 11 April 1985 in order to consider aspects of common interest
and to co-ordinate positions to be taken by non-aligned and other developing
countries at the 1985 Nairobi ttlorld Conference to Review and Appraise the
Achievements of the United Nations Decade for ltomen. The Conference also examined
in depth the role of women in developing countries and areas of co-operation,
including exchange of expertise and experiences in this field in the light ofpreparations for the lforld Conference.

2- The meeting vtas attended by delegations of Afghanistan, Algeria, Argentina,
Bangladesh' Bhutan, Colombia, Cuba, Cyprus, the Democratic peoplers Republic of
Korea' Democratic Yemen, Ecuador, Egypt, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, Guyana, rndia,
rndonesia, rran (rslamic Republic of), rraq, Jordan, Kenya, the Lao peoplers
Denocratic Republic, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Malta, Mauritius, lqorocco,
Ittozambique, Nepal, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Oman, Pakistan, the palestine Liberation
Organization (PLO), Panama, Peru, Senegal, Somalia, Sri Lanka, the Sudan, Suriname,
the South $lest Africa Peoplers Organization (SI0APO), Tunisia, Uganda, the United
Republic of Tanzania, Viet Nam, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Zalte, Zambia and Zirnbabwe. In
addition, the follorrring participated: Brazil, Mexico, the philippines, the African
National Congress (ANC), the League of Arab States, the Organization of the Islarnic
Conference, the United Nations and Romania.

3. The Conference was inaugurated by the Chairman of the l,tovement of Non-Aligned
Countries and Prime !4inister of India, tur. Rajiv Gandhi. Welcoming the prime
l'linister, the leader of the rndian delegation, ltlrs. Maragathan Chandrasekhar,
recalled that it nas at t,he New Delhi Sumrnit that the Heads of States had
recommended that the non-aligned and other developing countries should meet at
New Delhi prior to the tlorld Conference at Nairobi and review their achievements
during the United Nations Decade for titomen. The intention was to approach the
Itlorld Conference with full knowledge of their achievements and failures and to
evolve the strategy to tackle the problems confronting the world. She said that an
integral part of the Indian Governmentrs approach to the issue of womenrs
advancement had been the encouragement of and collaboration with organizations of
nomen representing a diverse range of political and sectoral interests - a feature
of the rndian pledge to secularisn, socialism and democracy.

4. fn bis inaugural address, Shri Rajiv Gandhi said that the role of women was
very crucial to the rate at which the country nas developing. The Non-Aligned
ltovement represented a very large najority of humanity on this earth. The fight
for the rights of women, he said, vras a part of a larger fight. Ittale superiority
had become in a ltay a vested interest, and Like all vested interests it was
danaging to humanity. And all of us - men and women - must fight this with all our
strength. He recalled that the late Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, had said
"It is very good to see women in top positions and they get a lot of publicity when
they come into top positions. But it is really at the grass roots, at the daily
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must be removedn. Ile expressed the hope that this
these problems and be a major step towards the full
their potential for the benefit of humanity'

5. The leader of the delegation of Cuba, Her Excellency Dora Carcano, proposed a

vote of thanks on behalf of the Conference. It was decided that the text of the
Prime !4inisterrs stat,ement would be a document of the Conference (see appendix I).

G. The Conference observed a minute of silence in tribute to the late Chairperson
of the Movenent and Prime trlinister of India, Mrs. Indira Gandhi. It recalled the
firn dedication, comnitnent and exemplary leadership provided by the late
trtrs. Indira Gandhi and her intense commitment and dedication in promoting the
all-round advancement of women in order to ensure for then an equitable position in
the development process.

7. In her opening statement from the chair, the leader of the Indian delegation
empbasized that in the struggle against poverty and maldistribution through overall
development, the role of women had to be recognized as a dynamic factor and a

valuable asset, and not a mere humanitarian concession to a disadvantaged group'
Economic independence, basic education, awareness of technological changes, control
over their fertility and health and the fundamental right to individual choice in
all aspects of life were the essential steps to release womenr s potential to play
ttris role effectively. Organizational infrastructures were needed at national,
regionaL and international levels to ensure recognition and supportive action for
wdnenrs productive, reproductive and participatory roles. She commended the study
on the ,rRole of t'lomen in Developing Countries" underlaken by the International
Centre for Public Enterprises in Developing Countries.

8. Heads of delegations in their statements emphasized the important role played
by India, its leaders and specifically the late Mrs. Indira Gandhi in focusing the
attention of the Non-Aligned Movement on the critical role of women in development'
in the struggle against inequality and oppression at all levels, and in humanityrs
guest for peace. This had to be kept in mind when the fortieth anniversary of the
United Nations was taking place in an atmosphere of unfulfilled hopes for peace and

disarmament.

g. General statements v'rere made in the plenary by the delegations of Bangladesh,
Viet Nam, Tunisia, Suriname, the PLO, the League of Arab States, Yugoslavia' S!{APO'

the Democratic Peoplers Republic of Korea, Nicaragua, Senegal, Cuba, the Lao
people's"Democratic Republic, Uganda, Somalia, Guinear the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya,
Algeria, I[exico, Iraq, Yemen, Democratic Yemen, Nepal, Zimbabwe, the A!{C,

Afghanistan, Mozambigue, the United Republic of Tanzania, Indonesia, Zambia and
pakistan. Mrs. Leticia Shahani, Assistant Secretary-General for Social Development
and Humanitarian Affairs and the Secretary-General of the trlorld Conference to
Review and Appraise the Achievements of the United Nations Decade for Women' in her
statement, explained the work of the Preparatory Body for the Conference and the
efforts nade by its members to achieve a successful Conference in Nairobi.
Representatives of the International Centre for Public Enterprises in Developing
Countries, the International Labour Organisation and the International Research and

Training Institute for tbe Advancement of lilomen also made statements.
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10. The leader of the delegation of Tunisia conveyed a message from
President Bourguiba of Tunisia outlining the issues the Conference could address
and conveyed his best wishes for lts success.

11. In their general statements, the delegations addressed many of the critical
issues facing their respective regions and countries. Delegations attached special
importance to drawing upon their experience in promoting the role of women in
developnent and tbeir contribution to national and international movements -social, economic and political. The conclusions reached by the Conference are
contained in the following paragraphs.

II. CONCEPTT'AL APPROACII TO THE ROLE OF TTOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT

L2. The Conference was convened at a tine when the world was passing through one
of the worst crises in recent history. Production in developing countries,particularly over the Past few years, has declined precipitously. The temporary
upturn in the economic situation in some of the industrialized countries of the
North have not triggered off any revival in the developing countries as predicted.
open and hidden unemploynent is increasing as also poverty and human nisery. The
massive death toll precipitated by the recent famine in Africa brought out most
dramatically the severity of the present-day situation. The consesuences of the
effects in the non-aligned and other developing countries of the crisis that the
world economy is facing and whiclr is mainly reflected in commercial constraints,
the de.terioration of the commercial exchange relations, falling terms of trade,particularly in primary commodities, a disproportionate increase in the rate of
interest of the international banks, increase in the already burdensone
protectionist neasures and the policy of repayment imposed by the International
Monetary Fund in renegotiating the debts has reached a point where the economic
capacity of the developing countries has been narkedly affected and requires a
search for urgent solutions. The deepening of the economic and social crisis
worsened by the suffocating situation which the economy of the non-aligned and
other developing countries were experiencing, due to the payment related to the
servicing of their external debts, creates important additionat impediments to the
complete integration of women in the socio-economic development process, of which
women are an integral part, and the increase in unemployment and reduction in
social expenditures unfortunately affect women more intensely.

13. The Conference welcomed the initlative taken by the Heads of State or
Government of Argentina, Greece, fndia, Mexico, Sweden and the United Republic of
Tanzania in their Joint Declaration of 22 tiay 1984 and in the Declaration of
New Delhi of 28 January 1985 in which the nuclear-weapon States were called upon tohalt all testing, production and deployment of nuclear weapons and their delivery
systems to be followed by substantial reduction in their nuclear forces. They
reiterated the need to fol.low it by a continuing progranme of arms reduction
leading to general and complete disarnament acconpanied by neasures to strengthen
the United Nations system and to ensure an urgently needed transfer of substantial
resources frorr the arms race into social and economic development.
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L4. The threat of war, nuclear war in particular, .the lack of universal peace and
the groeing sense of uncertainty and insecurity that characterizes the present
international environment is as much a result of interlinked pressures of political
turmoil as of naesive and growing. impoverishment and inequality, food insecurity,
financial and monetary disarray, environmental degradation and growing demographic
pressures. In addition to these pressures are the direct threats posed by
increased militarization, domestic repression and foreign aggression. There is a
growing sense of hopelessness about the fate of the worldrs poor even in the
attitudes of international hunranitarian and development assistance agencies. The
shift of selective bilateralisn in aid and cutbacks in contributions in
rnultilateral institutions by the affluent are paradoxically accompanied by the nost
staggering increases in human material and technological resources being diverted
to fuelling the arrns race. The phenonenal rise in such expenditure in recent years
has itself contributed to high budgetary deficits, accelerated inflation and
drastic cutbacks in the already dwindling scale of economic assistance to
developing countries. Tbe economic and social consequences of the arms race have
reinforced these negative trends and militate against the realization of the new
international economic order,.

15. In spite of their numerous diversities the non-aligned countries have adopted
a consistent approach over the years torrards the evaluation and resolution of major
problems facing the world. The Movement of Non-Aligned Countries has stood for tbe
restrtrturing of international political and econornic relationships based on the
principles of eguality, freedom, justice and co-operation. As the Heads of State
or Government reaffirmed in the Seventh Non-Allgned Surnmit ln New Delhi in
llarch 1983:

nThe quintessence of the policy of non-alignment, based on its original
principles and character, consists of the struggle against imperialisn,
colonialisn, neo-colonialism, gg,,1!slg, racism, zionism and all. forms of
foreign aggression, occupation, dornination, interference or hegemony as well
as against great power and bLoc policies. In other words, it involves the
rejection of all forms of subjugation, dependence, interference or
int,ervention, direct or indirect, and all pressures - political, diplonratic,
economic, military and cultural - in international relations. The uinisters
and lleads of Delegation reaffirmed the need for strict adherence to the
principles of non-intervention and non-interference in the internal and
external affairs of States which is one of the princlples of non-alignment.
The violation of this principle is unacceptabte and unjustifiable under any
circumetanceg. n

16. Non-aligned countries have recognized that women have to be integrated in
development and that they should get benefits not only in the marginal programmes
but in all the core sectors of development like education, health, agriculture,
rural- development, industry etc.

L7. It has also been recognized that planning theories and processes wbich assume
that rapid economic growth would automatically ensure eguity have especially been
injurious to the interest of womenrs development, a6 women generally do not have
adequate access to exisEing structures. Thus worren have to be identified specially
as participants and targets of development in the design and implementation of
develqment.

/...
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18. The concern of the Non-Aligned l[ovement on the issue of the role of women had
been a continuous one through the Decade. It was primarily the intervention of the
non-aligned nations at the United Nations Conference for the International $lomenr s
Year at Mexico that resulted in the Declaration of Dlexico on the elimination of all
forms of discrimination and oppresslon such as practised under coloniaLisn,
neo-co1onialism,zionisn,racia1discriminationand.@''therebyconstitutin9
an enormous revolutionary potential for econonic and social change in the world
today. Following the Mexico Conference, the ttlinisterial Conference of Non-Aligned
Countries, held at Lima (f975), the Fifth Sunnit Conference of Heads of State or
Government of Non-Aligned Countries held at Colombo (1976) and the Conference of
Ministers for Foreign Affairs of Non-Aligned Countries, held at Belgrade (1978)
reaffirmed their full support to the decisions of the Mexico Conference and
endorsed tbe organization of a special non-aligned conference on the roLe of women
in development. The Conference of Non-Aligned and Other Developing Countries on
the Role of lfomen in Development, held in llay 1979 (Baghdad), not only reaffirmed
the decisions passed at the previous United Nations and non-aligned countries
conferences but also elaborated upon various specific issues. The l{eeting of High
tevel Experts of Non-Aligned Countries on the Role of glonen in Development held at
Havana (f98f) made further suggestions to operationalize the decisions that had
been taken at the earlier meetings and emphasized collective co-operation among
non-aligned countries at the regional and interregional levels.

19. The non-aligned and other developing countries have upheld tbe right to
development as a basic human right and also the imperative of ensuring equality and
an equal opportunity for development among nations and individuals. They have
reiterated the inportance of effective mobilization and integration of women in
overall development and emphasized full and meaningful participation of women in
social, political, economic and cultural life as an inportant indication of
progress and development. The non-aligned and other developing countries have
rejected the notion that sustainable improvement in womenr s economic and social
positions can be obtained under conditions of growing relative ineguality or of
absolute poverty for both women and men. They pointed out that the objective,
strategies and measures to improve the socio-econonic condition of women and their
role in developnent should be an integral part of the national plans of development
of the non-aligned and other developing countries and of the efforts for the
realization of the new international economic order. International support, and
assistance should be directed at underlining and identifying wonenrs roles as well
as at the implementat,ion of progranmes so as to strengthen the role of women in the
developnental process of the developing countries.

20. Development means as a global process are cbaracterized by the searcb for
economic ard social aims and objectives which guarantee the effective participation
of people. In order to achieve these aspirations the establishment of the new
international economic order would allow the effective introduction of structural
changes that allow the realization of this process and also the existence of a
clinate of international peace and security. During the Decade, it has been proven
that peace constitutes a sine sua non condition for equaLity and developnent and
without eguality and development, there is no assurance for a genuine and lasting
peace.
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2L. parallel to its struggle for national liberation, political independence,
self-determination and the sovereignty of all nations and for peace and

co-operation on a basis of equality the t{ovement has taken a strong and consistent
stand in favour of the kind of development which would benefit all countries,
developing anq developed alike. Today, more than ever before, the world needs

fundamental changes so that stable global developmentl as well as peace and

security, nay be ensured. The Movement of the Non-Aligned Countries has identified
the means in view of a real democratization of international relations. The

democratization of international relations inplies, inter alia, the elimination of
all forms of the policy of force, domination, hegemony, discrimination'
exploitation and inequality of colonialism and neo-colonialism, the eradication of
the abhorrent system of apartheid, racism, and racial discrirnination, foreign
domination and aggressioil interTention, interference in the internal affairs of
States, occupation and pressures. It also involves the acceleration of the process

of self-determination of peoples under colonial and as well as military occupation,
the consolidation of national independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity
of States, as well as the halting of the arms race in order that the enormous

material and human resources wasted by the arms race be used for the economic and

sociar. developmenE of all countries, particularly of developing ones.

22. The Movement of Non-Aligned Countries recognizes that an a priori condition
for developnent is the exercise of the right of self-deternrination and independence
by all peoples. During the Decade, it has to be admitted that this condition
remains to be met in various countries before their peoples - women and men - can

begin to engage in development. In southern Africa, the people still live under
the violence of apartheid; Namibia remains subject to iltegal apartheid and-South
African occupation duC to the failure to implement Security Council resolution
435 (f928), and sovereign States find their lndependence under constant threat from
apartheid, aggression and subversion.

23. The situation of violence and destabilization that exits in Central America
and the Caribbean constitutes the most serious obstacle to the achievement of peace

in the region and thus hinders the fulfilment of the strategies of the year 2000.

In this regard, it is inportant to reiterate the principles of non-interference and

self-determination, as well as the non-use of force in the solution of problems in
the region. Therefore, the validlty of the United Nations resolutions on the right
of Nicaragua and all other sovereign StateE in the area to live in peace free front
outside interference in their internal affalrs should be reafflrmed. It is
necessary to support negotiated poHtical solutions and the Peace proposals of the
Contadora Group as the.most viable alternative for the solution of the crisis in
Central America for the benefit of those people and, ln pafticularr women.

24. In this sense, the Conference reiterates what wae affirned during the
Uinisterial Ueeting held in New York fron L to 5 October 1984, that the elaboration
of the 7 september 1984 Act of the contadora Group for peace and co-operation in
Central America was a fundamental point in the culmination of the process for the
attainment of peace in the region.
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25' The violent and unstable situation that prevails in the palestinian occupiedterritories, due to the Israeli occupation, exposes palestinian wonen and childrento extreme and difficult conditions. The Israeli practices of oppression,
inprisonment, collective punishment, forceful closures of schools and universities,denolition of houses and expropriation of land stand as an obstacle to the social
and economic development of Palestinian wornen. In order to put an end to the
above-mentioned practices, especially in health, education, technical training andthe economic develorpment of the Palestinian wonen, it, requires the inplementaiionof General Assenbly resolution 3236 (xxrx) supported by the world comnunity, theNon-Aligned Dlovement, the Group of ?7 and international organizations.

26. The continuing war between rran and rraq for about five years has severeimplications for peace, security and stability in the region, ,as well as for therole of nomen in developnent. rt has .exposed the region to the dangers of outsideintervention.

27. Under the itnPact of the world econornic crisis, the rnember countries of the
Non-Aligned Movement are working to establish a new international economic order.
The establishment of a new international economic order necessarily irnplies theestablishment of balanced relations which were mutually beneficial to developed anddeveloping countries. This concept recognizes the principle that economic
co-operation between developed and developing countries would benefit both.

28. tlith the advantages flowing to the nations in a situation where there is
economic co-operation, the benefits would also flow to women, who are the worstaffected in any crisis. socio-economic development is only possible when there is
development of wolnen, as they are not only beneficiaries of development but egualpartlcipants for bringing about developnent.

29. rt should be recognized that a woman, like a man, represents an economic unit,
and therefore the planning and progranming for socio-economic development of thecountry has to take cognizance of this dimension. The tendency to consider womenin a narginal role, iust because in almost all activities their contribution isinvisible, wouLd prove to be very harmful to the growth of societies in the longterm perspective. ReProduction and a productive and participatory role of women indevelotrrnent are interlinked and integrated in all processes of Oevelopment.

30' rn spite of the fact that women in developing countries are massively involvedin key areas of production, such as agriculture, food production, trade, etc.,their rork is not fully recognized and valued. The activities of women asproducers are usually not adequately included in statistics, thus making theircontribution invisible. They do not usually have adequate access to the factors ofproduction, to land, credit and other tools to raise their productivity, i.e.appropriate scientific and technical information, training and other policy support.

31. The role of women in overall development has not been fully unalerstood, norhas it been given its full weight in the struggle to eliminate poverty, hunger,ineguality and injustice at the national as well as the international level. Thecontinued assumption that the responsibitity for child-rearing and for the family
needs lies with women alone, as well as the persistence of intra-householdinequalities, place severe strains on womenrs health, limit their capacity toparticipate efficiently in the production process and further jeopardize tneir
chances for a fair share in the benefits of societv.
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32. It is thus becoming overwhelmingl.y clear that in searching for solutions to
these contradictions, the inegualities between men and women have to be examlned'
particularly fron a developmental perspective. On the one hand, the concerns
relevant to women cannot be resolved automatically through economic arowth alone.
On the other hand, egalitarian processes and policy action to improve womenrs

position within developing countries are only a necessary but not a sufflcient
condition to improve the quality of life of wmen in these countriee, particularly
in view of the grave consequences of the world econonic crisie. Simultaneous and

concerted action is necessary to improve the conditionB for growth and development

by appropriate domestic and inteinational policies, articulating withln that
developnental framework measures to enhance the role and position of women as a

factor of development.

33. Tbe two facets of the role of women - in production and reproduction - should

be conceived as complenentary and interactive. In order to release womenrs

potentials for fuller participation in the productive and decision-naking
processes, there is a need not only for a sharing of parental responsibilities but

also of a sharing of institutional provisions which would benefit children and

fanilies. !|omen should have the right to the requisite knowledge and the resources
to regulate their reproductive capacity. Horever, without econonic independence

wcmen cannot achieve equality. Therefore, neasures to expand satisfactory
employment opportunities, improvenent of their economic status and the provision of
the necessary infrastucture should be treated as an important and integr?l Part of
national and international development strategies.

34. The intervention by non-aligned and other developing nations in the global
debate on womenrs eguality, development and Peace has introduced totally new

dimensions, giving to the debate a political, international and a developmental
character in place of the earlier approaches which viewed issues surrounding
wdnen,s status as essentially a social and cultural phenomenon. l{ithin the United
Nations system, which had viewed the issue of womenrs status as basically a social
development issue, unconnected with international developnent strategies and

problems, has developed a favourable directlon which must be encouraged. The

non-aligned and other developing countries are inveeting considerable efforts in
the establishment of mutual links, especially in those fietds where co-operation
could speed up development, through a number of areas of econonic co-operation' as

well as through various other forms of economic and technical co-operation which

have been particularly supported by the Group of 77. However, the role of wonen as

a factor of development has rarely been taken into consideration in the designing
and practical inrplenentation of the projects for economic and technical
co-operation among developing countrles. It ls becoming increasingly clear that
the concept of integrated development and the sustained elaboration and integration
of the role of women as a factor of development - through co-ordinated activitiy of
the non-aligned and other developing countries supported by the united Natlons and

otber international organizations - could contribute to a better adaptation of the
economic and technical co-operation anong the developing countries to the concrete
conditions and actual needs of the people.

35. The study undertaken by the International Centre for Public Enterprises in
Developing Countries in pursuance of the request made to it by the Seventh
Non-Aligned Summit in 1983 at New Delhi had provided an inportant input'
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III. REVIETI AI{D APPRAISAI OF THE CURRENT STATUS OF $IOI4EN:
SECTORAT AND INSTITTITIONAL ANALYSIS

A. Background

36' The non-aligned and developlng countries had accepted the objectives ofequality, development and peace of the united Nations Decade for ltomen -L976-1985 - in recognition of the egual participation of both men and women in allspheres' This was an intportant pre-condition for attainment of meaningfuldevelopment and the well-being of all people. They etaborated a connon strategy toaccelerate womenrs economic and social progrers as an integral part of the struggleto better international economlc and political rerations oised Ln the principles ofeguality, justice and peace which are interrelated.
37 ' During the uni'ted Nations Decade for women, there has been a process ofevolution regarding the concept of developnent. prior to the Decade, developmentstood for welfare programnes of a marginal nature to assist women in situations ofdestitution. At copenhagen, when the mid-Decade review took place, it wasrecognized that the trickle-down tbeory did not, in fact, oenettt wonen.Programnes being sex neutral did not imply that the benefit would flow between Denand wmen equally. New structures were not developed which could ensure thatdevel'oPnent benefits wouLd be channelled'to women.- F";;;;r-i".* of progress inthe establishment of the new international economic order had a direct effect onthe socio-economic situation of the women of the world. Recent studles on theimpact of international economic problems on the emplolment and working conditionsof women, had showed that the process of marginali"ltron of wonen in developnenthad been intensified by the current processes of economic change and might continuein the future- The marginal position of a rarge section of society, andspecifically womenr c€lD no longer be justified. The structural changes in theeconomies of developing countries which are likely to follow future develotrments lnscience and technolot y must be based on increased and genuine participacion of atlmembers of society, if they are not to result in stilr greater imbalances or evenlead to disaster.

38' The approach to narginar progranmes has been discarded in favour ofmultisectoral approach as it was recognized that the developnent of women couldonly take place if they become beneficiaries and agents of development in all coresectors ltke education, health, enploynent, agriculture, rural developnent andindustry. Although the Decade has increased ir"re.ess of the need for anintegrated multiEectoral approach, nevertheless a variety of factora wereresponsible for the concept not being translated into a programme of action in nostcountries.

39. The advancement during the Decade in different sectors hassystematic, balanced and uniform or mutuarry supportive, hence,special strategies.
not been
the need to evolve
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B.Agriculturerfoodproductionandruraldevelopment

40. The situation which characterizes at present agriculture, production and rural
development of the developing countries is the r""uit of a historical model and of
development scttemes which are imposed. It is thus that investnent has been skewed

in favour of industrialization and urban areas sith the result that in the majority
of count,ries, rural areas have 1a99ed behind in their development. In Africa,
Latin America and certain parts of Asia the development paradigms pursued so far
have created food shortages and a structural cleavage in rural society'

41. The resultant rural transformation has led to a cleavage between comnercial or
Iarge-scale agriculture, which has been rapidly modernized through application of
scientific and technological innovations, higher capital investment with higher
returns, and emall-scale subsistence agriculture with little or no capital
investnent and low and even declining returns. Such developments in agriculture,
which is the result of the donrinant institutional division of labour is explained
in certain casea by the need to earn foreign currency. Furthermore, this cleavage
has taken the form of a gender differentiation in which men predorrinate in the
decision-making and management of commercial or large-scale agriculture, while
women continue to predonrinate in the food and subsistence sector in which they
expend large amounta of labour, as evidenced by the long hours of work with 1ow

levels of technology and low returns. !.loreover, within commercial agriculture the
gender divislon is also reflected by the high dernand for fenale labour in those
cycles of production requiring hoe and hand methods, e.9. weeding of paddy and

transplanting, with low remuneration.

42. In many developing countries great changes have occurred in agriculture during
the past three decades, which have profoundly but differently affected the work of
rural men and somen in various income groups. The introduction of new

technologiea, changes in the agrarian structure, the spread of cotmodity production
and growing inequality in rural areas have displaced women from many traditional
activities, while at the same tine increasing wdtenrs work-load in certain
agricultural tasks.

43. This cleavage has contributed to preventing many developing countries fron
attaining the goal of self-reliance in the areas of food, agriculEure and rural
development. A substantial nunber of countries continue to experience a severe
decline in food production, leading to food shortages and even outright hunger and

famine. trtoreover, even in countries which have been able to expand their food
sectors, the system of distribution is inadeguate, and Povertyt hunger and

nalnutrition still afflict large maases of the people.

44. Accordirq to the Food and Agriculture Organization, malnutrition and hunger
increased by 15 per cent during the 1970s, affecting 450 rnitlion people in Asia,
Africa and Latin America. In developing market econonies as a whole, daily
per capita calorie consunption had renained at 2 per cent below mininum
requirement. The gap was largeet in Africa, followed by South and South-East
Asia. In sub-saharan Africa, the growth rate of agricultural Production fell to
1.3 per cent per annum while population growth remained at 2.7 per cent over the
second develognent decade.
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45' The most important component of agricultural development and modernization hasbeen expansion of public irrigation works and private investment for irrigationthrough subsidies and institutional credit. ri is expected that the direct impactof irrigation is higher agricultural productivity, greater emproyment at aggregatelevel and higher income, consumption and savings. lilomen are affected by any ofthese factors, depending both on intra-household changes and changes in theirrelative position within the production system. rncreased attention to improveeater use efficiency at the farm level has not addressed the extent to which thesex division of labour changes with new inputs and practices. The researchevidence related 'to the implementation of the rnternational Drinking lfater supplyand sanitation Decade showed that some large-scale irrigation projects had noteufficiently taken into account womenrs access to water owing to the 1ow level oftheir participation in decision-making. The majority of qromen. in developingcountries were engaged in subsistence agriculture which benefited little fromirrigation development.

46' south and south-East Asia have witnessed a rise in the cost of foodproductiont falling rural employment and landlessness, the latter beingparticularly marked among rural rromen. structural changes such as the diversion offood-produoing areas to the production of cash crops for export in many LatinAmerican countries have led to unemployment and a lack of entitlement to food amonglarge sections of the population, including the most vulnerable section, namely,those involved in subsistence agriculture.

47. Despite enormous potentialities, Africa suffers from an alarming food deficitwhich endangers the very survival of millions of human beings. The causes for thiseltuation are, to a large extent, the result of an unfavourable internationalecononric environnent and the inept economic structure inherited from the colonialpast. Added to this are also the natural calamities like drought anddesertif icat ion.

48' Itlonen in developing countries are major agents in agriculture, food productionand rural development' as evidenced by their numericar proportions, their share oflabour in agriculture and food production and the division of labour by sex i. tiisaector. Their share of labour is particularly significant in view of the fact thatln many cases they perform their agricultural work in addition to long and arduousrork in chlld care, household naintenance, cooking and fuel wood collection, asrell as food preparation and processing.

49. Despite womenrs crucial role in agriculture and food, their potentiar foraceelerating rural development has not often been well understood or appreciated.rnherited biases in the agrarian development approaches have led to an inadeguateperception of woments economic role, undercounli.g ot devaluation of their work andthus to a perpetuation of the dependency of developing countries on externalfactors of production. under-reporting of womenrs work undermined female work.Revised surveys show that over 40 to 80 per cent of the worldrs productive work isdone by rcmen. FAo estinates of the sex composition of agriculturar labour forcein 82 countries is as follows:
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Region-Female as percentage of agricultural labour force

Sub-Saharan Africa
North Africa,/Near East

. Asia 45

Caribbean 40

Average 42

50. The undercounting of nomenrs work in rural economies results from, among other
things, (a) the use of industrialized countriesr definitions of "work'1
"errploynent",'jobso, "primary activityn etc.1 (b) the invisibility of nany tltpeg
of work in the subsistence mode of production and (c) the association of somen's

"non-work,, with the familyrs social status in Asian and Latin American societies.

51. Since agricultural productivity in ttre developing countries for many yearg to
coure ts likely to depend on the quality of human labour, including female labour,
it is imperative to recognize that the fact that insufficient attention has been

devoted to the improvenent of the productivity of labour is a rnajor constraint to
agr icultural development.

52. In practice, nonen have not benefited from adequate policy suPport. First of
all, the accumulated evidence suggests that agrarian and land tenure pollcies have

restricted womenrs acceas to land and other factors of agricultural Production,
guch as technology, credit subsidy and inputs (e.9. fertilizers and seeds) '
Secondly, wonen have not had equal access to support services and incentive systeng
for expanding agriculture, food production and rural development, for instance,
extension and training services and information. Thirdly, lack of an integrated
approach to development at the national level has consistently perpetuated a

fragnentary approach to womenrs position in the society and their role in
developnent, thereby perpetuating the promotion of wdnenrs progrannes through
social welfare and humanitarian and demographic approaches only, without provisions
for long-term integration.

53. In traditional societies, womenrs role in agriculture and food Production was

recognized by cuscomary rights of access to land, forests and support from fanily
labour. Structural changes under colonialism and in the post-colonial phases have

eroded nany of these rights, but the responsibillty of feeding the family still
rests primarily with the wonen in many rural communities of Africa, and in the
econonically least affiuent sections of nany Asian and Latin American eocieties.
The privatization of land and the introduction of cash crops for domestic and

foreign markets, the need to feed expanding populations, and the dePl'etion of
forest resources for industrial and communications growth, which had been initiated
during colonialism and continued after independence, have steadily reduced womenrB

access to basic resources. The withdrawal. of mal.e labour for deploynent in mining,
roads and railway building, plantation of export crops and new industries, which
had been initiated by colonial 169irnes, also increased womenrs burdens.

46

3l
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54. Land is obviously the principal asset in rural areas. Access to credit,
extension services, technologies and even co-operative organizations is generally
Iinked to land titles. Yet even where women perform the buli< of agricultural work,as in nuch of sub-Saharan Africa; they seldom have full titler but rather only land
use rights. lrlhere rights are collectively held, it is alnost invariably the male
head of household who participates in the peasant associations. rn rural fanily
farming systens, women have even less access to related resources such as credit,
technology etc. that would alter the production relations, which are not{
characterized by the unegual bargaining position of the wonen. rn many societies,particularLy in Asia and Latin America, the process of agricultural growth and
modernization is leading to pauperization and increasing landlessness, thus drawing
more and more women into agricultural wage labour even where overall employment
oPportunities for women are shrinking. The effect of male migration has
contributed to the increase of female-headed households and womenrs participationin agricultural labour. In sub-Saharan Africa, while land in itself nay berelatively abundant and accessible, vromen usually neither own nor control improvedcultivable land. However, in many parts of the developing world, tdomen are
beginning to organize themselves and to raise these issues within their communities
and nations.

55. An Afro-Asian workshop on "Resources, povrer and women", held in August I9g4,identified law and access to power as major facators deternining access to land.fn nany cases statutory laws have eroded women's traditional rights to land,particularly communal land. lfornenrs right to land can be constrained by her
marital status. There are also contradictions within legal systems betweendifferent forms of land ownership, i.e. cornmunal, corporate or privater and betweendifferent systems of rights. Evidence from different countries suggested thatstate laws governing the distribution of land and forest often contradicted therights of women guaranteed under customary or farnily Laws. Land reforms and land
resettlement schemes had often neglected r,{omen.

56. In some countries of South-East Asia, pre-colonial social and legal systems
recognized womenrs right to land and its products. The colonial state's grolicies,
especially in terms of the privatization of land, 1ed to an erosion of rural
womenrs position and direct state intervention in the post-colonia1 period further
entrenched gender inequalities. Post-colonial policies, with their particular
emphasis on menrs rotres in agricultural production and on giving men access to land
and nodern inputs, while neglecting women, have led to increased marginalization of
wonen smallholders in the countryside.

57. Despite international recognition of rural womenrs right to own land, attemptsto incorporate this principle in land tenure and land development policies have
been rnarginal .

58' The trnlicy debaEe on the issue and the decisions made by Governments in theWorld Conference on Agrarian Reforn and Rural Development to remove all 1egaldisabilities for womenrs partnership of land were not known to rurar women. rf
rtonen were made aware that their right to land vras a gtobal issue, this very
information could encourage thetn to mobilize despite centuries of conditioning topassivity and inferiority.
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59. Forest policies, including policies for reforestation, has yet to recognize
the role of wonen in forest development, even though in some areas women have

initiated major protest novenents against deforestation, as deforestation has

negatively affected their ability to feed their families and livestock.

60. Large-scale deforestation, both historically and ongoing, for extracting
timber for commercial use and to clear land for agriculture etc. r has led to severe
shortages of fuel and fodder in many areasr placing rural women who are nainly
responsible for collecting these items in a crlsis situation.

61. Recognizing that forest policies are far nore than a technical issue to be

left to experts, poor rural nomen often depend heavily on forest product such-as
fuel, fodder, food and other products for comnercial purPoses for the survival of
their families. $lomenrs capacity.for survival and earning have been negatively
affected by deforestation and by the substitution of plants which no longer provide
for womenrs food, fuel and fodder needs but are required by maJor industries' i.e'
paper, pharnaceuticals, industrial construction etc'

62. Afforestation policies, including social forestry, have tended to ignore the
needs and views of wonen and to encourage plantations which provide quick financial'
returns for conmercial interests. Rural $romen have not been considered as having
any role in forest policy either at the national or at local levels and have

sometimes been driven to organize protests by physical actionr €.9. the Chipko
ttlovernent in India. However, some case studies of landless women's attempts to
develop sericulture and fuel fodder plantations on unused land to provide
enployment for themselves indicated that they had also contributed to inproving the

ecological balance and to transforming non-productive land to productive assets.
These developments should feature in forest policy discussions.

63. Unless the structural constraints and the existing "invisibility" of women in
rural developnent Policies and agrarian reform are removed, it is difficult Eo

envisage an equitable growth and expansion of agriculture, food and forest
production. It is important to Cake specific short-run measures to correct this
imbalance, such as training of government officiale to make them sensitive to
wdnen's potentials and the prorrotion of research and comnunlcation programmes for
rural women in these areas. However, the solution to the problenr lies in the
establishnent of long-term strategies and neasures to imPlenent them aB a matter of
national priority in the cont,ext of solutions to, for example, chronic food
problems, deforestation and ecological inrbalancesr unemPloyment and poverty' and to
enhance the process of collective and individual self-rellance.

C. Industrialization

64. ltorld-wide recession has affected all aspects of the economy in both developed
and developing countries. However, the severe irnpact of thls situation
particularly affects the developing countries. In this situation of economic

crisis which is characterized by stagnant or declining production, unenploynent and

low trend of trading activities, women have been the greater sufferers. Thelr
numbers are comparatively larger in the categories of unemployed and underernployed
persons. In addition, they have been victims of a discriminatory wage structure.
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65' The number of romen in industrial employment in developing countries hadincreased from 21 per cent in 1960 to 26.5 per cent in lggo (ttNIDo rgg4). Twothirds of the net increase in the female industrial work force took place indeveloping countries, especially in Asia. However, in the early 1980s, the world
economy experienced widespread recession. This, corobined with the dependence ofindustrial process in the developing countries on developed countries on technologytransfer, capital investmentr €xport markets etc., has resulted in a high degree ofexploitation and in unbalanced industrial structures which are highly sensitive tointernational economic fluctuations. Developing countries often find it difficultto fully control the structural changes in their industries and thus to avoidindustrial instability and exploitation of the work force. Existing structural
nodels in the industries are not conducive to the integration of women in theprocess of developnent.

66. nomen are usually engaged in labour-intensive industries with lowproductivity, e.9., processing industries such as textiles, food, leather etc.Their wages are influenced by their poor bargaining position, and they have noinfluence at all on working conditions. Thus, for instance, although the working'hours in manufacturing have generally tended to decline in some developingcountries, working hours for women have tended to rise. The treatnent of thefemale labour force is to a large extent a reflection of their lon status in thelabour narket, lack of proper education and training, Low or non-existentorganization, the lack of or non-implementation of protectlve legislationparticularly in export oriented industries, and their generally unfavourable socialposition.

67' The great majority of women workers live in the developing countries, andabout teo thirds of them work in agriculture. Subsistence farming is essentially afemale activity in sub-satrara Africa. In Asia between 30 and 40 per cent of theagricultural labour force is composed of wotnen. llore and more women are becomingagricultural wage labourers because of growing landlessness. poverty forces themto cdne forth for other hard work such as road construction. There is a largeproportion of female labour in the plantation sector, they receive lower pay than
men for the same work, face extra burdens because of inadeguate chila-cari -

facilities and often see others collecting their pay. $lomen are also seeking
needed inconre in the infornal sector or as hme-based workers. In some cases, suchproduction is traditional, in others it is relatively new, particularly wheretraditional sources of productlon and inconre have been lost due to ineguality
caused by modernization and commercialization; in still others, it is the result ofthe pronotion of "incone-generating activitiesr designed to allow women to increasetheir cash incone without disturbing their domestic responsibilities. sonetimesthe result is a good income for women. In many cases, the returns to labour arevery 1or, and at its worst, such home-based production definitely involvesexploitation- Secluded women in poor households working for contractors under tbe
Putting-out system do not receive anywhere near the minimum reage, nor do theycontrol their own labour, Iet alone the labour process or marketing. Theyconstitute an invisible labour force, dependent on traders and intermediaries whocontrol the work. ltlages or payment nay be very low, yet they account for asubstantial proportion of the income of poor households. Data on such workers isvery scanty.
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68. Increasing rural poverty has also precipitated femaLe out-migration as a means

of supplementing family incone. Export processing zones in Asia increasingly
attract a young and docile female labour force for export-oriented industries
relying on cheap but intensive labour process.

69. A major reason for wonen not benefiting equally fron expanding enPloyment
opportunities in industry is their illiteracy and educational handicaps. Studies
show that women are increasingly confined to home work, o.9. r in the textile,
clothing and tobacco industries and in marginal service jobs in the urban informal
sector where employment is casuaL, irregular, unprotected and with low wages.

70. Another characteristic noted in many developing countries is that enplorytment
in the formal sector of indust.ries generally goes to young unmarried women. One

reason for t,his is, perhaps, that younger women are nore likely to have sorne

minirnum education. Other reasons that have been identified are (a) they are
considered to be more disciplined and docile than male workers, having been uaed to
far greater farnily authority and control than men; (b) they are prepared to work
for lower nages and poor working conditions - often under farnily pressure; and
(c) their lack of exposure to the outside work and poor education keeps then
unaware of their rights as workers.

7L. The fact, that women are concentrated in the traditionally nfemale lndustries"
and in low-skilled jobs keeps their wages low, hinders their upward mobility and

nakes them prone to long periods of unemployment in times of economic and
technological restructuring. It, is well known that in "female industriesr', such as
textiles, clothing, electronics, food and beverages, wages are usually lower than
in other industries.

72. National development strategies have sonetimes encouraged and welconed this
kind of employment for young women, particularly in the free Trade or Export
Processing Zones, as a contribution to employment promotion through transfer of
technology. Studies in these areas, however, reveal very disturbing social
consequences. trlass hysteria, nervous breakdowns, sexual exploitation, prostitution
and a social stigma are the burdens that nany of these young wonen have had to
shoulder as a result of these modern forms of employnent. Basically, these young
women are rural migrants, ignorant of methods for protecting thenselves fron such
problens. The families which benefit from the income of these young rromen are
either far away or unwilling to encourage any attempts to resist exploitation.

73. The technological skilts which these sromen are supposed to acguire through
this type of employment are highly linited because the jobs are mainly on assembly
lines. Employment in these export-oriented industries is also hlghly volatile.
Preference for young, docile and less educated or illiterate women encourages a

rapid turnover of workers and prevents growth of organization anong the norkers for
their own protection. The fluctuations in export markets and changes in technology
also make enployment in these industries somewhat transient.

74. The impact of new technologies on nomen has not been uniform. While
technological progress over the years has widened women's employment opPortunities
in the modern sector, it has had the effect, of frequently displacing them into
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low-skilled and low-stat,us occupations. This trend is illustrated by the conmerce,
finance and services sectors where their employment at first expanded enormously
but may now be affected in two wayss those who are already employed may lose their
jobs or see the content of their jobs change, while those who are looking for jobs
may not find one corresponding to their gualifications. This situation, combined
with high rates of unenployment, may cause serious set-backs to the emancipation of
rtomen through work. It appears that even in newer industries, such as electronics,
the dynamics of technological change reguire higher levels of technical skills,
generally not accessible to women. In plants located in several industrial estates
and export processing zones, young inexperienced rural women are considered to be
the best choice, since they are believed to be nore patient and diligent and to
have keener eyesight and more nimble fingers than men.

75. The working conditions of women in industries are far from satisfactory. In
most countries legislation has been enacted to regulate the working conditions for
wonen. These enactments range from regulating working hours to providing assurance
of egual wages for same work and amenities like child-care facilities, naternity
benefits etc. However, in most countries women have not been able to take
advantage of these enactments as the implementation nachinery is neither adequate
nor satisfactory. At times the legislation providing benefits to women has
resulted in employers employing men in preference to women.

76. t{ith the growth of new technology in the field of industry some women have
benefited at the operational levels, especially work relating to assembly and where
deftness of fingers is reguired. However, there are areas where technological
innovations have had the effect of leading to loss of enployment, technological and
health hazards to women. During the Decade, training programmes for upgrading the
skills of women were started but they have been sporadic and have been kept to the
level of providing job opportunities to women at the operational levels and not at
supervisory and nanagerial levels.

77. In the informal sector, women are involved in a wide range of
income-generating activities like handicrafts, home-based products, small-scale
retail work, food products etc. This is characterized by uncertain employment, lon
wages and poor working conditions. The growth of narketing technology has had
adverse effects on the women in the informal sector, as they have not been able to
compete for multiple reasons like lack of mobility, low access to new marketing
techniques and poor accesa to credit.

78. Atthough there is probably no country where theoretically women have no access
to credit, nevertheless customary restrictions and existing procedures deny them
this access. The financial institutions are hesitant to extend credit to women on
the grounds of lack of collateral., Traditionally, the hone in which nomen live in
and the land brought under cultivation is in the name of the head of the
household. The wonen approaching financial institutions for credit are required to
produce their husbandsr signature for collateral.

79. The norld Conference of the International trlomenrs Year, L975, underlined the
difficulties encountered by women in many countries of the world in securing credit
and loans for activities which enhance their productive capacities and thus the
contribution of their full share to the development of their families and
conmunities and to their conseguent full integration into development.
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80. The t{or1d Conference underlined the special need for women of low income
groups in rural areas and urban areas for low interest loans, which would enable
them both to establish credit and to attain a firm and viable economic base, and
recommended that Ciovernmentss

(a) Establish mechanisms to facilitate the extension of credit to meet the
special needs of women of low income groups in rural and urban areasi

(b) Facilitate the access of women in low-income groups to existing financial
institutions I

(c) Encourage and commend the initiatives taken and being taken by
non-governmental and voluntary vromen's organizations to establish their oldn
financial institutions and banks.

81. Despite action taken on these recommendations, the United Nations reported in
1980 at the lrlid-Decade Conference that women, while performing nearly two thirds of
the worldrs working hours, still received only one tenth of the worldrs income and
owned less than one hundredth of the worldrs property.

82. Credit is essential for any meaningful economic activity to take place. It is
a crucial factor in enabling vromen to adopt more productive technologies for
development and in changing their share of both the world's work and its return Eo
Iabour.

83. Credit is mainly of two types, long term to buy plants and machinery etc. and
short-term to finance trading activities. fn developing countries vromen have shown
interest in short-term credit.

D. Educat,ion, training, culture and the mass media

84. Education is a double-edged instrument: it can contribute to. and be an ally
of structural changes in society by training people in reguired skills - old, newly
emerging and anticipated. It is also a value-generating process influencing the
behaviour, norms and cultural attitudes of people particularly younger ones. From
the beginning of the movement for the equality of yromen in recent history' great
emphasis was placed on education as the major instrument for the elimination of
discrimination on grounds of sex. Developing countries have viewed education as an
instrument to stimulate development in aII fields and to reduce their dependence on
external advisers. The basic problems were to promote a rapid expansion of the
educational structures to meet the manpower reguirements of development and
cultural progress in general. Scarcity of resources and the shifting priorities of
development have constrained the balance of pursuit of these aims. One of the
objectives which had a lov priority in the allocation of efforts and resources ritas
the elimination of gender discrimination.

85. Illiteracy still remains the major problem in most developing countries and
women constitute the larger proportion of the illiterates. About 60 per cent of
the approximately 800 million adult ilLiterates in developing countries today are
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women. Although the proportion of illiterates in the total aduLt popuration hasdecreased, the results are still not satisfactory. The absolute number ofilliterates in these countries is still increasing. Gender differences persist
among illiterates, especially because the lower enrolment ratio for girl- at theelementary level increases the number of ilLiterate tdomen. The following tableindicates the position:

Literacy among women compared to men, 1970_19g0

(Literacy-Men-100)

world total
More developed countries
Developing countries
Africa
Asia and pacific
Latin America

86. The gender gap arpng ilriterates has shown an increasingcountries. rn 1960, the share of women among illiterates vras
increased to 59.5 per cent in l9ZO.

L970

84
99
65
35
59
91

1980

85
99
7T
47
73
94

trend in developing
57.9 per cent. This

87 ' Trends in the process of equalizing the access of men and women to different
leve1s of the educational systemr as measures through enrolment ratios, show someinteresting results. over two decades, 1950-1980, the gender gap in enrolmentratios for the age groups 5-1I and 12-17 has remained virtually constant indeveloping countries, although there is an overall improvement in enrorment forboth sexes. At the higher level of education, the gap is much narrower, incontrast to developed countries where the gender gap exists mainly at the higherlevel. At this lever the gender gap has shrunk in the developed countries duringthe Last decades, and it has arready widened in the group of ieveloping countries.

88. The persistence of these gaps prevents the egualization of educationalopportunities, with conseguent effects on employments, skill acquisition andparticipatory opportunities in all fietds. The widening of the gap in highereducation is a matter of serious concernr because this sector is the trainingground for entry into many areas important for development, €.9. r science andtechnology, communication, industries utilizing high level technorogy, professions
such as Law, medicine etc. It is also the training ground for most managerial anddecision-making occupations. The participation of women in decision-makingpositions, which is already limitedr could shrink still further if this gai were to
expand.

89' women who are deprived of adequate access to educational and skill developmentoptrnrt'unities are also the ones sti1l mostly employed in traditional and informalsectorsr which have been ignored in development strategies. They arso receive farless technological/informational support, Iegislative protection or evenrecognition as workers. They are generally the poorest, the most over-burdened
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with the unceasing struggle for survival for themselves and their families'
especially the children, and the most exploited by their empJ-oyers, families and
the community. Lack of education compounds and perpetuates their poverty and lack
of information about Lheir rights, options and methods to change and improve their
situation, keeps them trapped in a vicious circle of low productivity, povertyl
over-burden of work, lack of time to benefit from even available educational and
training opportunities which could extend their options and bring them into the
mainstream of development.

90. ltlho are these women? The illiterate and less educated women in developing
countries are overwhelmingly present in the work force as paid or unpaid workers in
agriculture, in handicrafts, as migrant labour in urban slums, as casual labour in
plantations, mines and factories, as home based producers in the informal sector,
as market vtomen selling fish, vegetables, handicrafts, processed food, fuel and
fodder.

91. In developing countries lack of education and other skills leads tromen to seek
employment as domestic servants, an occupation in which they are often exploited
and which offers low wages and uncertain and long hours, with no paid leave or
other social benefits. Other occupations in which vromen find themselves are those
of barmaids, hostesses and receptionists, which are usually outside the reach of
labour regulations. Sometimes young girls under the minimum age of admission to
employment work as domestic servants or as entertainers under harsh conditions and
often without adeguate pay, food or shelter.

92. v{hile technological inputs coming through the transnational corporations and
other large companies find in young women a source for cheap and docile labour, the
educational handicap is still considered Eo be the biggest stumbling block for
other nomen obtaining any technological support for their household or productive
activity.

93. The educational handicap also constitutes a barrier to womenrs access to
essential knowledge of health care, protection against environmental degradation'
pollution and other dangers and of their legal rights. Against this bleak picture,
nomen who have been able to gain access to education have entered many nevt areas of
occupation where their participation was virtually non-existent before and have
been able to benefit in many ways from the process of development. This process of
occupational diversification through education has been accelerated during the
Decade in many developing countries.

94. The major lacunae in educational development are in the areas of cultural
change and promotion of social values which support and reflect the goals of
development. Cultural transformations are taking place in developing countries,
but in many cases through processes over which the people and even the governments
have little control. New values and aspirations are often promoted, directly or
indirectly, for profit maximization by forces inside or outside the country.

95. In societies with high rates of illiteracy, the audio-visual mass
communication media acguire a crucial role in cultural change. Mass mediar art and
literature tend to r:eflect prevailing attitudes, trends, social movements and
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ideas, particularly of the section of population restrnnsible for designing them.
If used dynamically, they can be forceful motivators of social change. If not,
they are a mirror for existing values and serve to slrengthen and reinforce
traditional ideas and the status guo. At the very lrorst, they can actually inhibitor reverse the process of change. Education too can be either a mechanism to
facilitate and direct social change in desirable directions or an instrument of
regression in the hands of a dominant section which seeks to reverse the process.
In the case of !{omenrs eguality, the history of literature and other media during
the periods of national liberation struggles when the concept of women's eguality
also gained substantial approval provides ample evidence of this progressive role
that they have sought to play.

96- Reviews of the role of education and the mass media in developing countries
during the contemporary period, howeverr indicate that in their present forms these
systems have actually helped to perpetuate stereotyped images of nomenrs roles
based on the experience of the urban middle class or the social elite and to a
certain extent they have also projected consumption patterns and role models
borrowed from developed countriesr life styJ.es.

97 - In many countries, such changes have contributed to a widening of the gap
between the elite and the masses of the people, between rural and urban populations
and between the rich and the poor. The images of women and their roles are firstly
unrealistic since they do not consider the vast majority of tromen who perform many
and varied roles inside and outside the home for the familiesr economic survival.
Secondly, they are demeaning and undignified, as in the case of images of women in
the cinema and advertisements which project women either as sex objects or as
glamorous beauties or housewives whose value to society is derived from their use
of cosmetics and fashionable clothes or whose social status depends on the abilityto use various consumption goods.

E. Science and technology

98. Developing countries have relatively poor scientific and technological
capacities at their disposal. The promotion of science and technology in these
countries thus requires strong international communications and a pooling of the
existing scientific knowledge and technological potential in tine with the
developmental needs of developing countries.

99. The main issue connected with the utilization of science and technology as atool to speed up the development of the developing countries is, therefore, the
transfer of technology and, in this respect, the choice of technorogy. The
transfer of technology must be viewed as a complex process, involving a range of
economic, financial, Iegal- and sociological factors. In this connection, local
inputs - primarily knowledge and information on technologies, trained cadresp legal
and other regulations etc. - are needed. The process of selection of technologies
calls for an analysis and assessment not only of the economic impactr but also of
the social impact. What must be kept in mind is that, while technology itself isneutral, the application of technology can have considerable social effects, since
through technology a system of domination and exploitation, as well as a set of
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social norms and ethics, may be transferred. A social imlnct analysis should be a

constituent part of any transfer of technology arrangement. This analysis should
specificatly consider the imtrnct of technology on women' family and community life
and other social and cuLtural values of the new environment to which the technology
will be transferred.

I00. Women are involved in science and technology through the structural
transformations that occur with the transfer of tecbnology and scientific and
technological development and as participants in research and technological
activities and as persons experiencing the impact of the new technologies on their
everyday lives. In all cases, their involvement should be much stronger than it is
at present. It is also very important that women understand scientific and
technological innovations, because this enables them to influence the general
social attitudes towards technological change through existing non-formal education.

10I. The radical changes in the organizational pattern and activities of the
society, associated with rapid scientific and technological change in the overall
organization, which are presently being experienced in the developed countries may

also dramaticalty affect alL developing countries and lead to either a more dynamic
and humane development or to an even higher degree of dependency and expl-oitation.
The problem of the marginal lnsition of some members of societyr and of women
specifically, cannot be solved unless the elements of these new technologies can be
built into development strategies in accordance with the concept of integral-
development.

I02. Furthermore, the latest so-called frontier and trans-disciplinary technologies
can be used in different ways and at different levels. Their use can serve to
accentuate the productive role of women, because such technologies are applicable
to a number of areas which are of relevance to the better quality of life and to
the integration of women in development, i.e.7 food production, clean water supply,
improved housing conditions, use of alternative energy sourcesr education etc.
Such technologies also stimulate the growth of employmentr as they offer a variety
of employment combinations.

I03. However, it should be kept in mind that it is economic and political
considerations, rather than social and cultural ones' which determine the
availability and terms and conditions for the access of developing countries to nevt
technologies and which are imlnrtant for national development. Womenrs access to
technological development thus also depends on the global relations between the
ovrners and users of technology and those who try to secure a.ccess to new
technologies and to processes. This implies that major efforts should be made to
maximize the utilization of the existing knowledge in developing countries and to
lessen the technological dependence on developed countries.

104. Women have traditionally gained knowledge and experience in areas such as
agricultural production, energy utilization, running the householdr manufacturing
objects for everyday use, home mediciner etc. which have not been exploited from
the developmental lnint of view. The appllcation of new scientific and
technological devices and knowledge may tighten household drudgery in urban and
rural areas, providing better water, enerqy and other community facllities. This
would release energies whlch vromen might be encouraged to direct towards active and
useful participation in other economic and social areas and in the overall
technological transformation of the society.

/...
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F. Health and social security, population, housing,
urbanization and environmental issues

105. The still largely unresolved problems of the interconnections between economic
and social development and the increasing concern for the distributional and human
dimensions of development indicate the need to pay more attention to all aspects of
social development. These issues of health, social security, trnpulation trends and
family planning' housing urbanization and the environment are linked with the
general problem of the level of socio-economic development of a country, its
resource base and social policies.

r05. It{ilrions of people in developing countries are trapped in poverty,
malnutrition, hunger and disease, although there are regional variations in living
conditions. It is estimated that acute forms of protein energy malnutrition affect
35 per cent of school children in Africa, 15 per cent in Asia and 4 per cent in
Iatin America. Similarly, it is estimated that two thirds of pregnant women in the
developing world suffer from nutritional anaemia, lack of maternal child health
care services, lack of proper sanitation and a safe drinking-water supply" By the
end of the past decade, only 2 per cent of households in developing countries had
access to a potable water supply and over three-guarters of the population lacked
access to sanitary facilities. This has its effect on future generations.

107. A disaggregation of social indicators by regions reveals that not only is
there a great gap between the developed and developing countries but also that
there is great diversity among the developing regions.

108. Most developing countries are faced with the problem of a decline or slowing
down of the growth rate of production, rising unemployment, growing deficits in
balance of payments and inflation. A11 these adversely affect the availability of
resources for social services, i.e., health, education and social security.

109. Despite the methodological weaknesses of the existing social indicators and an
absence of data on access to and distributional characteristics of the social
development infrastructure, the trends indicate that results differ sharply also
within regions and that social improvements definitely do not come automatically as
a by-product of economic growth. rn many cases hearth resources are
disprolnrtionately concentrated in big cities, at the expense of primary health
care for the masses in rural areas. Problems requiring careful study include
disparlties in income and living standards and the care available to different
soclal groups, inadeguate planning and management of health development problems of
inter-sectoral co-ordination, administrative decentralization and involvement of
the people in the planning, programming and implementation of health care
programmes.

110. very few developing countries have systems of social security. Even where
such systems exist' a large part of the population in the informal sector - a
substantial prolnrtion of which are women - is not covered by the existing systems
of maternity benefits' heplth insurance, old age benefits etc. rn some countries
voluntary and philanthropic organizations supplement state action. Howeverr their
work is often unco-ordinated and not adeguate to deal with the increasing demands
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of urbanization and poverty. The development of social protection is linked to
changes in the development strategies and orientation directed towards the
satisfaction of basic minimum needs, the reduction and elimination of poverty,
promotion of employment opportunities and improvement of the working conditions of
labour.

11I. It is becoming increasingly more obvious that lnpulation policies should be
implemented paralle1 with better health care and general socio-economic
development, as population issues touch on very fundamental human values.

I12. The first World Conference on Population, held at Bucharest in 1978r observed
that large families srere a result of poverty rather than a cause of it. The world
population plan of Action adopted at Bucharest suggested several social and
economic measures, including reduction of infant mortality, maternal and child
health care, womenrs integration in development and promotion of womenrs education
and employment, increasing age at marriage, as critical for fertility control.
Over the years there has been increasing recognition of the interlinkages between
the status of women and population and development trends.

113. The World Conference on Population, held in Mexico in 1984' stressed that
population strategies cannot be limited to the analysis of population trends, since
there is a dynamic interrelationship between these and socio-economic
transformations. Hence, what is reguired is a set of co-ordinated strategies and
activities for the promotion of economic development, the quality of life, human
rights and, in particular, the fundamental right to individual choice.

114. t6ny developing countries have accepted population policies as part of
development planning. Ilordever, inadequate development and outreach of public
health services and overemphasis on contraceptive services have defeated the
objective of population policies. The initial attempts which followed a single
line approach, believed that women's education and employment had a direct impact
on their fertility behaviour. Recent researches have shown that there is no
one-to-one co-relationship between education or employment and acceptance of family
planning methods. Fertility behaviour is the result of a composite set of factors
which affect the overall status of women within the family and the community.
Studies have also shown that promotion of home-based employment often runs contrary
to the social objective of a small family, as children are seen as potential
workers. A frontal attack on the problem of population growth, therefore, should
focus on the improvement in the economic, social, poliEical and educational status
of women.

115. The demands for the right to safe abortion and contraception come from women

and these are fundamental to their ability to exercise control over their lives.
However in many developing countries lromen have been made victims of contraceptive
technology. The right to decide the form of reproductive control should be with
the individual.

116. The status of women and the advancement of their role in development remain
critical elements in the achievement of these objectives. The persisting
inequalities between men and womenr which are evident in the higher incidence of
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poverty, unemployment and illiteracy among nomen, the limited range of employment
categories offered to ttomen, and the uneven sharing of home and family
responsibilities make it difficult for women to participate actively in the
socio-economic development of the country. population policies should be viewed as
an integral part of overall socio-economic development.

117. The rapid growth of cities in developing countries has created serious
problems, since a large proportion of urban migrant workers are living in temporary
hutments and settlements without adequate basic amenities. The growth of cities
and the steep rise in rural-urban migration are manifestations of imbalances in thelocation and expansion of productive activity. women are particularly affected as
many of their activities are connected with their homes, and bad housing and
unhygienic conditions are detrimental to both their ovrn and their familieslhealth. Policies for slum clearance and urban housing have overlooked lromenrs
needs and problems.

I18. The growth of cities has also created ecological problems. The growing
demands of expanding cities have put undue pressure on natural resources,
destroying the harmony between human beings and nature, and have led to a
degradation of productive resources like water, Iand and'forests. with increasingpressure on the land, over-grazing and deforestation, severe environmental damagehas followed. The burgeoning cities are lnsing a threat of environmentalpollution- The industrial complexes in cities release pollutants in the air and
dump industrial effluents and untreated waste into major rivers. A report from theunited Nations Environment Liaison centre has warned of the dangers of pollution
through the attempts by chemical industries in advanced countries to dump toxic
wastes in developing countries. women face the problem of not only the ill effectson their physiological system but also the deleterious effect on their reproductive
systems and unborn babies. The criminal negligence and violations of safety
standards by multinational companies in developing countries are a matter ofserious concern- women activists in the pacific islands have organized protests
against the water pollution which has caused the destruction of fish, th- Uigqest
source of nutrition to the families.

119. The problems of environmental degradation and pollution have become imtrnrtant
issues in many developing countries. The expansion of agriculture by clearingIarge tracts of forest has caused desertification and severe soil erosion, aproblem which is extremely serious in sub-saharan Africa, north-western Asia andthe Middle East. Forests are crucial to the ecological life of many developing
countries and deforestation has created serious problems, as the consumption oiforest resources has exceeded replacement possibilities through natural growth.
lrhis has affected millions of rural households and the role of women in these
households' as well as the nutritional leve1 of the families. The human costs ofmalnutrition, famine and disruption in the lives of people seeking employment inbig cities are a matter of serious concern. The reckless exploitation of naturalresources cannot be sustained over a long period of time. The process of
development itself is causing an environmental threat. A few ecorogicar rpvements
have Snignantly focused on the whole issue of what "development,, actuallypromotes. The practice of replacing forests by plantations has caused severe
damage to the ecology of certain regions. Eucalyptus plantations cannot be a
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substitute for dense forests which provide fuel, fodder, fruits and other minor
forest produce to r,romen. It is now a well established fact that with the depletion
of these resources, gathering of fuel and fodder has increasingly become a

time-consuming task for women. The movement for afforestation can only be
sustained if women become central to the decision-making process at the village
Ievel, as it is they who are vitally affected by it.

G. Institutional analysis

1. The role of Governments

L2O. In principle, most Governments have accepted the improvement of the social,
political-, economic and legal status of women and the integration of women into
development as desirable goals and planning objectives. The restrnnse of
governmentr parliament and other political institutions at various leve1s to the
need for the integration of womenrs issues into development plans is important for
the effective implementation of appropriate strategies.

I21. During the Decade there has been advancement of rromen in various sectors, and
womenrs access to health, education and employment has increased. Although this
stands as an achievement of the Decade, yet, keeping in view the slow trnce of
htomen's growth in different sectors and the gaps where action is ineffective or
inadeguate, the much needed all out thrust on r.romenrs programmes has been missing.
It{ost @vernments have enacted legislation which covers broad issues like protective
legislation, social legislation and legislation regulation conditions in the
industry. Nevertheless in practice a majority of lromen have not been able to take
advantage of such legislation as the administrative structures responsible for
their implementation have been by and Iarge ineffective.

122. Country experiences indicate that during the United Nations Decade for t{omen
many countries established governmental machinery, either as part of the existing
administrative structures or as independent agencies, i.e, commissions, bureaux,
ministries, for vromenrs affairs or in the form of national councils which are
extra-governmental organizations. lilcst of these mechanisms were created with the
objectives of establishing responsibility and accountability within the government
for planning, programming and implementing programmes for women and to act as a

catalyst providing the necessary infrastructure and resources support and for
training personnel and reviewing, monitoring and evaluating policies and programmes
and their impact on wonen.

123. The mid-Decade review of the efficacy of these administrative and
institutional mechanisms indicated that the constraints to action have ranged from
conceptual to resource and organizational factors. They do not have strong
executive and resource support and have a limited mandate. The tendency has been
to locate such units mainly within delnrtments of social welfare and culture which
are considered 'rnon-productive" and are usually not in the mainstream of the
development effort and also suffer most from budgetary constraints during economic
recession. The experience of some developing countries also indicates that the
existence of governmental or state mechanisms of this kind tends to reduce the
concern of other administrative organs and of society as a whole for the
advancement of nomen and leads to a diminution of activity in this direction.

/...
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124. As already indicated, the problems with regard to the role of women are
closely linked with the problems of overall development. Ilowever, most Governments
have perceived the role of women as a "specific interestr! issue without making any
attenpt to integrate the problems involved into the mainstream of development
planning. In many developing countries, 'women specific" projects were designed to
provide income-generating activities and basic needs to poor rural and urban
women. These efforts basically addressed the immediate needs for survival faced by
women in the poorer section without addressing the multi-dimensional and
multi-sectoral processes and structures that marginalize these women. The
governmental bodies deliberating on the crucial strategies of food production,
industrialization, rural development, science and technology and monetary reforms
still face the problems connected with the integration of the role of women into
their overall plans of action.

125. It is becoming increasingly evident that issues related to the position of
women cannot meaningfully be dealt with only through specific projects, without
effectively linking them to economic policies, plans and programmes, and making
these projects an integral part of the long-term process of development. The
failure to deal with structural inequalities affect the allocative, distributive
and particilntory process in policies and programmes.

126. During the United Nations Decade for l{omen, beside the ltintegrative approach,,,
arguments for 'rspecific traditional strategies" and policies by the government to
deal with the historically disadvantaged position of women were put forward. The
approach was based on the assumption that the understanding of the role of rrromen
could be strengthened within the complex framework of government by setting
time-specific and measurable goals within each important sector, thus
operationalizing the concern for the position and role of yromen and translating it
into programmes of action. A survey conducted by the fnternational Iabour
Organisation in mid-1984, on the integration of women in national development
plans, revealed that only 12 out of 44 developing countries had incorporated
employment of women by sectors in their national development plans, 29 countries
had set up governmental bodies dealing with the question of female workers, and
only 19 out of 44 countries had undertaken sectoral surveys to investigate the
problems and prospects of female workers. Much ground remains to be covered before
the legal guarantees and administrative measures can be put into practice,
Attempt's at removing legal obstacles and improving access to education and other
social services have not prevented growing poverty and malnutrition, rising
unemployment and underemployment coupled with an increasing work burden and
persistent marginalization of women in the economy and in decision-making
structures, although there have been varying results in the individual countries
and regions.

127. However, during the Decade e€vernments have experienced considerable
difficulties in their attempts to articulate these nen approaches in policies and
development action. These are due to a number of factors: the persistent
invisibility of women as a critical issue within development structures, continued
lack of awareness and understanding of the difficulties that women face even when
they are participating on egual terms in development both as beneficiaries and as
agents, and delays in developing an adequate set of rronitoring and evaluation
instruments to speed up effective implementation of adopted policies.

/...
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2. Role of public and private enterprises

128. One of the important factors in the development of programmes and plans of
developing countries is the growth and expansion of public enterprises and the
public sector. Initially, public enterprises operated principally in the
infrastructure and the public utilities, but their range of activity has now
considerably expanded.

129. Being part of the broader stream of the public sector in developing countries,
public enterprises are important instruments of national and collective
self-reliance and are oriented towards increasing the countriesr autonomy in using
and developing their natural and human resources in order to increase the
well-being of the population as a whole.

130. One of the responsibitities of public enterprises is promotion of the
integration of women into the developmental process and of a conscious policy
directed Lotrards the advancement of women. The restrnnsibilities of public
enterprises in this regard, however,, differ in accordance with their scope and
nature, their mandate and function and their scope and coverage of national
planning and the legislative framework. But, by and large, they cover a wide range
of commercial and/or non-commercial functions of great importance in everyday life.

131. Practical experience in the operation of public enterprises in developing
countries has shown that they generate progressive social change in these
countries, including positive moves towards involving women in the mainstream of
development. Horrrever, the public sector in general and the public enterprises in
particular are still not strong enough to constitute a major or even a very
important factor in invoLving women in the transaction of their socio-economic
lnsition and are thus not making a sufficient response to this complex task.

I32, In view of the need to implement the socio-economic objectives of development
and the advancement of vromen, due consideration should be given to the role of
private enterprises.

3. Political particilution

133. The right to participate in the poLitical process through egual rights to vote
and to hold public offices has been always recognized as the first step to womenrs
equality. At its very first session in 1945, the United Nations Commission on the
Status of Women resolvejd to obtain information on womenrs trrosition with respect to
the right to the vote and the right to be elected in national elections. This
principle has been reiterated with greater vigour since the beginning of the Decade
with some impact. At the end of the Second World War, only 3I countries had
conceded ltomenrs suffrage. By 1979, women in I29 countries had won egual trnlitical
rights. Seven developing countries granted this right to women constitutionally
during the pecade.

I34. $Iomenrs participation as voters is generally reported as lower than menrs, but
where the experience of exercising the franchise has a longer history, this gap has

/...
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been narrowing. Marked increase in womenrs participation as voters during the
Decade has been rep,orted by severaL countries in Africa and a few in Asia and IatinAmerica. T'wo countries have reported some decrease. Most countries still do notmaintain particitrntion data by gender.

135. Despite the near universal recognition of rdomenrs suffrage and their right to
be elected, the disparity continues between men and women in appointment to theseoffices, though there has been a marginal improvement during the Decade. rn
several countries, women stood for the first time for offices of high dignity. A
few countries, however, still exclude vromen from these offices by convention.

136. Atthough a definite increase has been brought about in the exercise of vote by
women' their participation in politics and in the process of decision-making isstill insufficient. women's representation in executive, judiciary and legislativeposts at different levels is not significant, with the exception of a few countries.

137. Having understood this problem and recognized it as an important barrier tosocial and economic progress and developmental changes, fltost developing countries
have been adopting and trying to implement policies and measures which would
mitigate and remove it. l,lany of these efforts and measures have been promoted
through the implementation of united Nations instruments, such as the Convention on
nqual Political Rights of Women, the Convention on the Elimination of AlI Forms ofDiscrimination Against Women etc.

I38. womenrs participation in lnlitical and semi-political organizations such as
lxrties, trade unions and co-operatives varies with the nature of the political
system. organizations which were formed to spearhead poputar movements againstparticular r6gimes mobilized women, and many of them dev-loped womenrs
organizations or nomen's wings as part of their organizational structure.Similarly in trade unions, women were mobilized during struggles for better wagesetc. but the general pattern of leadership displayed either an absence or serious
under-representation of vromen in leadership at aII levels. rn countries where the
nomenrs issue is being actively debated, two trends have emerged during theDecade: (a) active ttomenrs wings or organizations within pariies or trade unionswith some channel of communication between them and the general leadership and(b) separate but politically-oriented womenrs organizations. Accomrpdation of the
htomenrs demand for representation within organizational hierarchies has been
somewhat more lnsitive with lnlitical parties. trlith some exceptions, there has
been a greater resistance from trade unions.

139. Womenrs wings of political parties have been important channels of
communication to obtain support for governmentrs Snlicies from women at the grassroots. l4any of them have also taken up work for eradication of illiteracy atrdother welfare activities for women, children and other handicapped groups, but onlya few have also acted as a communication channel to bring problems of women at thegrass roots to the attention of nationat policy-makers. A new type of ln1iticalorganization by lnor self-employed women has emerged during the Decade in many
developing countries. As self-employed, they were excluded from the scope of thetrade union movements. The need to protect their livelihood and to obtain accessto cheap credit and markets and to press their economic and other problems on
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trnlicy-makers have supplied the motive for the formation of these bodies. Some of
them have demonstrated rapid expansion of membership and considerable militancy in
pressing their demands. There has been a general vitalization of the womenrs
movement in many countries during the Decade. I{omen activists have focused on
women's economic needs and have entered the search for new strategies for
increasing rdomenrs role in deveLopment and to improve their rights of access to
resources and power. They have taken up issues specific to women, such as physical
rights of women to equality and dignity within the family and the community, and
the major developmental issues, such as poverty, unemployment, ecological
imbalances and degradation, the role of transnational corporations and political
repression.

140. This rapid growth of informal political activity by rlromen to advance their own
interesls and their rights as citizens at the same time that their role in the
formal political structures has remained virtually unchanged has resulted in a
serious conceptual debate among activists regarding the concept and indicators for
political participation.

IV. IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROBTEM AREAS AND OBSTACLES IN
ATTAINING THE OBJECTIVES OF TIIE UNITED NATIONS
DECADE FOR WOMEN

A. Background

141. The process of change initiated by any development results in interaction
between the characteristic features of the development model and the existing
social structure with its in-built diversities, inegualities and value
orientations. Yet this is not a one to one relationship. A development model is
not a static one. Perspective priorities and instrumentalities change in response
to changing situations - some internal and some external. AII developing countries
have had to live with the problem of resource constraints emanating from their
unegual and vuLnerable position in the present international economic structure
over which they have little control. This international inequality in itself has
often restricted, even distorted, their choices of development models and
priorities.

142. The developing countries are increasingly being forced to rely only on
mobilization of internal resources to make up for sharp reductions in the
availability of external resources. The very consequences of long-term development
processes which are often inimical or at best indifferent to the interests and
needs of poor people are being felt through interlinked crises or. massive and
growing impoverishment, exploitation and ineguality, food insecurity and
non-availability of food products, financial and monetary disarray, environmental
degradation and growing demographic pressure. The age-old pattern of sexual
division of labour responsibilities and rights, combined with religious, customary
and other sanctions, continues to adverseJ.y affect the status of women. This is
compounded by the shift in bilateralism in aid and the cutbacks in contributions to
multilateral institutions by some of the richest, nost por.rerful and most
militaristic nations.
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143. The deterioration of the economic situation of developing countries and the
exigencies imposed by the payment of external debts by international creditor
institutions have been accompanied by severe restrictions in social expenditure of
these countries, and this has brought about reduction or cancelling of programmes
or other measures for womenrs programmes in vital areas such as health and
education. Increase in unemployment as a result of the crisis has affected more
women than men because these obstacles have put them at a greater disadvantage. It
is simply a retrogressive situation and not simply a static one, and it can put
rdomen in a more unfavourable trnsition than the one existing at the beginning of the
Decade.

L44. One of the basic obstacles to womenrs eguality and development is the
non-recognition of womenrs pivotal role in society. They have been relegated to
performing a marginal and secondary role. As a result of this, they have been
denied in rpst countries the basic rights to property and capital and access to
education, health and employment. tack of concerted and determined efforts to
remove gender bias is also an important obstacle to womenrs right to equality and
development. women in large areas still remain invisible. This invisibility is a
critical issue which stands in the way of proper perspective in the preparation of
development plans, allocations and organizational structures. The success of the
United li&ations Decade to achieve eguality and development for nomen with special
reference to health, education and employment has been limited. Some of the
factors responsible for the limitation are inherent in frequently inadequate
concepts of development such as the one based exclusively on growth and increase in
productivity of export-oriented sectors.

145. The fragmented approach to development has in general proved to be
unsatisfactory for overall national development as well as for the advancement of
women.

146. Another reason for the limited success of development programmes for women is
the scant attention paid to the linkages between nomenrs productive and
reproductive work. Programmes or projects usually foius on only one or the other
aspect. Thus, for example' income or employment generation schemes often ignore or
assign low priority to the fact that a woman working for wages has also to expend
time and labour to collect firewood, fetch water, cook, wash, clean and look after
children or the aged. On the other hand, schemes for improving female literacy or
health are often planned and implemented with scant regard to the fact that the
rtomen beneficiaries may spend a considerable part of their time working for wages
or seeking employment. Although a large number of the Decaders reports and project
evaluations have stressed the need for a more'rholistic', view of vromenrs rdork,
project planning still continues to neglect it.

L47. Even more damagingr however, to the success of development efforts is the fact
that there has been insufficient recognition or addressing of gender-based
hierarchies and power relations within families, communities and society at large.
l{omen's experiences of the development process are shaped by gender relations that
define dnd limit their access to income, empl-oyment and productive resources, as
well as place on them disproportionate burdens of work, whiJ-e allowing them less
than egual access to n'utrition, health care and education. Control of women, based
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on sexual taboos and fears of female sexuality, seriously impedes womenrs access to
education and health services, particilntion in the labour market and in other
income-earning work outside the home through restrictions on female mobility and
hampers vromenrs abllity to control fertility by restricting their access to such
family planning services as are available. The serious effects on vtomenrs physical
and psychological health of excessive child bearing under conditions of
malnutrition and overwork and of certain traditional sexual practices have now been
extensively documented.

148. Adequate efforts have not been made to draw up suitable policies in government
deSnrtments and planning bodies, and the government functionaries have not been
sufficiently sensitized to womenrs issues. There has been no systematic approach
for creating infrastructure facilities which would make it possible for the
disbursement of benefits of development to rdomen.

149. This is best reflected in the fact that in almost all sectors no data
collection is done on the basis of gender. The process of data collection is being
done according to the stereotyped norms and little effort is being made to generate
data which would enable the formulation of policies in areas where there are gaps
or which have not been attended to so far.

B. Agriculture, food production and rural development

l.50.In1979.n"'rmandRuralDeve1opmentobserved
that recognition of womenrs role in agricultural and non-agricultural activities
'ris a prereguisite for successful rural development based on growth with eguityr'.
The validity of this observation remains unguestioned. The persistence of the
subordinate position of women in societyr os illustrated by the experience in the
agriculture and food sector, is a negation of the goals of development which
equally affects all members of society, regardless of sex or creed. Conversely,
the elimination of sex-based ineguality could constitute a legitimate basis for
innovative approaches to the irnplementation of the objective of self-reliance and
provide an opportunity to test integrative development in practice.

151. New initiatives are needed to reorient agricultural and rural development
policies to make room for womenrs needs and opportunities and to expand their role
in agricultural and rural development. The Conference of lton-Aligned and Other
Developing Nations on the Role of lilomen in Development, Baghdad, L979, recommended
a reduction of the gap between sectors practising modern agriculture and the rural
subsistence sector.

I52. Women are the major producers of food, yet fipst of them work under extremely
harsh conditions with poor tools and low levels of inputs in terms of new knowledge
of production techniques, seeds, fertilizers, irrigation etc. Some of the issues
that link the growing food crises in many parts of Africa to the neglect of women

as primary producers of food have been identified.

I53. Pricing and wage lnlicies have differential imtrncts on food production,
womenrs status and nutrition of families. Vlhere sromen are the main producers and
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sellers of food, higher prices would help
income. But where a large section of the
food, as in many parts of Asia, high food
malnutrition among vromen and children.

to increase production and womenrs
rural ;nor and landLess are purchasers of
prices would lead to increased

I54. rt has been retrnrted that landless vromen lrorkers in Asian countries express apreference for payment of wages in food to ensure basic nutrition for their
families, while the men from such households prefer cash payment. Thisdifferential response is explained by (a) womenrs lack of time to purchase food
from the market, (b) rising prices of food commodities, particularry ininflationary situations, and (c) the tendency of their men to spend a large shareof the cash income on non-essential consurnptionr e.9., alcohol.

155. The most important obstacles in implementing strategies identified in the pastto improve womenrs role in agricultural and rural development have been at the
conceptual level' at the infrastructural and operational level and at the
implementation level, where competing priorities and social. resistance vrere
comtrnunded by ignorance and lack of awareness on the part of 1and functionaries ofIocal communities and by the lack of voice of.rural ldomen in development decisions.

156. The conceptual obstacle lies deep rooted in the persistent lack of
understanding and knowledge about womenrs role as producers and providers of famitysubsistence. The continued lack of adequate data, biases in data collection and
problems of measurement of womenrs role in various activities of rural 1ife - atthe household and the farm level - continue to mystify policy-makers. Micro
studies have provided many insights into this area of darkness and have invariably
indicated the negative conseguences of neglect, of women as major contributors tothe rural economy. Hovtever, the wide range of variations in local situations,
agronomic characteristics as well as differences in the truttern of sexual divisionof Labour, have tended to encourage and rationalize failure to draw adequate
lessons from such micro studies.

157. National data systems have registered little improvement in incorporating
information about nomen. Over-dependence on survey methods to obtain quantitJtive
data have often prevented an adegua!e understanding of the operational
characteristics of farming systems which reguire a combination of
socio-anthropological approaches with the need for generating hard data.
fnadeguate investment in research thus remains a major obstacle to conceptualizing
women's role in agriculture and rural development. Most of the research on rural
womenrs problems in deveJ-opment during the D,ecade have been dependent, on
international funding. The results of such studies are often not known to national
governments or development agencies, nor has there been much involvement ofuniversities and other national research institutions in this area. Familiarity
and expertise have thus remained confined to a few individuals, and data and
information from accumurated studies to a few international agencies or women and
devel-opment institutes in the developed world.

I58. At the root of the persistent bias that continues to regard womenrs
development as a low priority area, however, is womenrs lack of status and voice indecision-making. Changes in laws which have sought to give women a trnsition of
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eguality in the overall national context have not been reflected in the laws that
are most important in determining the structure and quality of rural lifer i.e.,
the laws relating to the ownership of basic assets.

I59. The World Congress on Agrarian Reform and Rural Development and most other
discussions on womenrs role in development have recommended an anti-discriminatory
strategy to open up for lvomen egual opportunities to own land, livestock and other
productive assets. Even where such legaL changes have been made women have seldom
been able to obtain cLear titles or undisputed access to the use of such assets.
On the other hand, other policies, such as commercialization of agricultural land
for production of cash crops, privati.zation of communal land and the imtrnrtance
attached to the household as the basic unit for determining ovrnership status and
programme benefits have tended to defeat trnlicies which aim to recognize women as
egual owners or independent beneficiaries.

160. When vtomen are viewed as automatic beneficiaries through a household approach,
such policies do not resolve the problem of ensuring egual status for the rdoman.
In a male-headed household, the role of the woman continues as invisible unless she
is an independent srage earner. The invisibility and the lack of status of women in
rural society is the result of both structural and attitudinal factors.

151. The "women and development'r debate over the years reveals that the central
issue is the extent to which rdomen should bear the burden during economic recession
or progress and reorder their priorities. The arguments on both sides are based on
several sets of assumptions about womenrs role in society.

162. The dilemma lies in the choice between a mere'rcushioning" of women from the
negative impact of the development process and the "equity approach" !o womenrs
issues.

163. Currently, several approaches are being discussed and tried out $rithin
different countriesr which cover a whole range of activities from sensitization to
action on several fronts depending on the receptivity of the national structures,
mobilization efforts of women's groups outside the governmental structures and
their propensity to influence the decision-making process. The instrumentalities
range from Legislative changes, women-specific projects and creation of national
mechanisms to improve data on yromen through research and documentation.

I54. The initial approach to nomenrs issues was basically social and humanitarian.
It is interesting to note that many of the women-specific United Nations
conventions were protective and were based on the recognition of the reproductive
functions and special needs and problems of vromen workers. Earlier International
Iabour Organisation conventions were regulatory in nature, and in some countries
women have agitated against conventions, such as night work, which they think are
unduly restrictive and deny women the right to choose the job. These conventions
are applicabLe to liruited groups of workers in the organized sectors.

165. The first explicit mention in the United Nations of the "integration of women
in the total development processrr vras made by the Industrial Development Strategy
for the Second United Nations Development Decade and was adopted by the General
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Assembly in 1970. The concept was further elaborated by the World plan of Action
for the Implementation of the Objectives of the International !{bmenrs year adopted
at the !{orld Conference of the International lfomenrs year, in I'lexico in 1975.
while condemning discrimination by sex as fundamentatly unjust, an offence against
human dignity and an infringement of basic human rights, the major focus of the
World Plan of Action was to provide guidetines for national action to ensure nfull
integration of nomen in the development effort'r on the basis of egual rights,
opp,ortunities and responsibilities of women and men. The basic elements of the
strategy for incorporating womenrs concerns into the development pl-anning at the
national level were identified as:

(a) A national strategy with its own targets and priorities within a plan;

(b) An operative mechanism to assess the progress madel

(c) Changes in social and economic structures to make possible the full
equality of womenl

(d) A clear commitment at all levels of government to take into account
womenrs interests and needs at all levels of policy and decision-makingt

(e) Special measures to meet the needs and problems of different categories
of women who had been the rnost disadvantaged.

166. In many developing countries, nwomen-specific" projects aimed at providing
income-generating activities and basic needs to poor rural and urban women. Such
endeavours seeking to address the immediate needs of survival faced by women in the
poorer strata did not address themselves to multisectoral problems that confronted
them and perpetuated the conceptual barrier to a better understanding of the
processes which marginalized women. ttleasures directed at certain aspects alone are
negated by other processes.

L67. In most current discussions the "integrat,ion" has become a zero-sum game and
important micro goals are adversely affected by macro approaches. The crucial
deliberations on food strategies, industrialization, rural development, monetary
reforms, science and technology etc. still face problems in integrating a womenrs
dimension within their overall plans of action, although nintegration of women in
development" has considerably enriched our development vocabulary.

158. The strategy of nintegrationtr could be counter-productive and self-defeating
if the nintegration" does not take note of the causal connections between the
nature of certain social structures and womenrs subordinate and marginal status.
Such an approach fails to challenge the structural barriers. It also fails to deal
with the the linkages between ideological superstructures that envelop womenrs
subordinate status in society and the under-valuation or exclusion of womenrs work
from the socially defined range of work and national accounting systems.

169. The need for effective and popular particitrntion and promotion of local
organization and institutional. mechanisms to facilitate such participation has
already been recognized as a condition to fulfil the basic needs of the poorest
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groups of rural population and to alleviate lnverty. ILO has recently been placing
emphasis on the promotion of grassroot organizations of ruraL women workers not
only to ensure their voice in development decisions but also as innovative
experiments involving such grassroot organizations to indicate an acceleration of
development - economic, sociaL and structural - when women collectively exercise
their choice in directing development in a particular direction

170. Empowerment is a strategy to reduce the handicaps which restrict womenrs
ability either to benefit from available services and rights or to participate
effectively in exercising their voice or in struggles to improve their conditions.
The differential in the nature of menrs and vromenrs responsibitities, particularl-y
in rural society, is often misunderstood as their natrnthyn or r'trrassivity" to
respond to forces of change. l{hat is often attributed to trwomenrs backward
consciousness" is generally the result of their lack of t,ime, over-burden of work
and their primary restrnnsibilities in ensuring the survival of their children.
llttus, child-care facilities need to be viewed not merely as a support service but
also as a means to enable them to participate more actively in community affairs,
peasant organizations, trade union activities etc. A supplementary income from
handicrafts or access to other alternative sources of income during
non-agricultural seasons may provide a life-Iine to enable women to resist unequal
and exploitative wages in agriculture. Without such suptrnrtive strategies that
empoyter them to surmount the handicaps that emanate from their present subordinate
status, the right of participation may remain as distant from their grasp as
educational, legal and political rights have been for several decades.

c. Industr iali za tion

l7l. The widespread recession has been itself a factor contributing to the slow
growth of women in industry. The debt position of countries in Latin America and a
Iarge number of developing countries in Africa and Asia has an adverse effect on
the status of women in industry. There has been no major structural change of
technological breakthroughs in favour of women.

172. The industrialization processes in developing countries have also been
affected by transnational corporations from the developed countries, which often
see industrial development in developing countries as a means of transferring
obsolete and unclean technologies or as a means of increasing profits through
redeployment of labour-intensive industries. This has particularly affected the
trnsition of wonen since their enployment in the industrial sector has greatly
increased without, however, securing better working conditions, protection,
remuneration etc. Ineffective machinery for implementation of legislation and a
lack of unionism have created a situation of exploitation.

t?3. The lack of supportive services such as adequate transtrrcrt facilities, which
inhibit womenrs mobility, and child care facilities and maternity benefits have
retarded the employment of women in industry. There has been little organized
effort for opening nen avenues for women to tap their potentiall oor have new
avenues been identified. Policy decisions need to be taken to push ltomen in these
areas. Training programmes have been designed in a strnradic manner to provide
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unreal ideal of the glamorous consumer/housewifer/nother; they create a false senseof values in groups aspiring to a rrbetter" life, whereas the ttrrust should reallybe in the opposite direction, i.e., to create awareness of existing situations andto weaken the force of existing values that oppose hromenrs equality through mythslike the supplementary nature of womenrs work. There is an attitude all over theworld of looking at women's economic contribution even in activities which producegoods, services and income as supplementary, optional or dispensable as though itwere not essential to the economic existence of the household. In reality,
however, there are extraordinarily few areas or circumstances where womenrs
"economic" contribution could be dismissed as merely supplementary, optional or
dispensable' but this rnyth has been very successfully practised increasingly over
the ages to keep women under subjugation politically, economically and socially.
This nyth has been suitably buttressed by the gtorification of the status of the
housewife and such sociological observations that cease to do economically
productive work neasurable in terms of wages or of value added at or outside the
home is a test or sign of upward mobility in the social scale.

178. while the nedia's contribution to this process is more obvious, the
contribution of the education system is far more subtle and more powerful. A
sensible person familiar with social reality can dismiss media images as fantasy
but the sane person, after training in one of the institutions of higher education
in technigues of studying and understanding social reality and after absorption of
many established theories developed by scholars in highly industrialized developed
societies to explain rdomen's role in society can be so overponered as to accept all
that such social science literature presents as real. Theories of labour forceparticipation, womenrs role in the economy, and social transformation emanating
from the industrialized societies has left no room for an understanding of the
economic roles of women in peasant societies.

179. Efforts of researchers trying to understand the realities of hromen,s lives in
developing countries, particularly their work roles, during the past trro decades
have initiated a process of questioning of many established theories, concepts and
tools for measurement in economics and other social sciences. Hobrever, this debate
has barely toucbed the educational systems in developing countries, because such
research has, by and large, been conducted by persons outside the systen, nor havethe results of this new scholarship found any room in the teaching and research
activities of these institutions.

180. laedia personnel, groping for ways to play a nore positive role in womenrs
development, recognize the need for research or at least contact with people doing
research on ldomen and development to improve their own competence to design better
programmes" They also point out that sometimes the effort made by trying to
improve the status of rrwomen's programmes" is undermined by the portrayal of women
in the other general Programmes, e.g., through the exploitation of women in
advertisements and reinforcement of traditional roles in social or mythological
dramas. Mere diversification of areas cannot bring about the approach andperspective that is needed for womenrs eguality and development. For example, the
womenrs dimension is virtually totally neglected in target group oriented
programmes in the nedia such as agriculture, animal husbandry, science and
technology etc.
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181. Research on women in development has evolved during the decade as an
instrument for the advancenent of the role of women and the nain source for
enpirical data to assess the impact of development policies on vtomen. It has also'
in many countries, helped to sensitize the people involved in development planning
and administration by raising issues resulting from enpirical investigations and
has helped to promote an ideological climate and public concern for wonen in
developnent related matters. Hor'rever, such research, by remaining confined to a
few individuals rostly outside the institutions of education, has made little
impact on the training and value transformation of younger generations. Another
factor which affects the effectiveness of this type of research in pronoting
cultural and value transformation is its heavy dependence on international aid.
This has often restricted its ability to influence public opinion or development
administration. Sometines it has also diverted attention from the goals of
collective and national self-reliance and distorted national priorities.

182. The New Delhi lrlinisterial lrleeting, trlarch Lg77, and the Baghdad Conference
entphasized the need for co-operation between non-aligned nations in promoting
research and information on womenrs situation in development and particularly
ernphasized collaboration among social scientists and research and planning
organizations for the development of appropriate guantitative indicators and
methodology necessary for ensuring full participation of women in developnent. The
absence of adeguate institutional bases within countries, as well as inadeguate
conmunication and dissemination of information, has made such collaboration
extrenely difficult.

183. Training progranmes for wonen have suffered from two basic factors:
(a) inadeguacy in terms of guantity and (b) inadeguacy in terns of guality and
perspective. Too often such training has been supported mainly by international
agencies. While the involvement of such agencies in this sphere should be
welcomed, the predoninance of international aid in this sphere also indicates how
Iittle priority national agencies have given to these responsibilities. Very often
they have been designed as training programmes primarily for nomen, without any
conseguential changes being nade in tbe general training programnes offered to men
and wonen alike. The complaint made by cornrnitted nedia personnel of tbeir efforts
being undernined by producers of general programrnes who pay no attention to the
womenrs dinension could also be applied to various tlpes of professional and
vocational training. The basic obstacle has been a lack of sensitivity and
perspective. When progranme designers renain unaware of womenrs needs, aspirations
and particular handicaps, then the training programnes become unrealistic (such as
offering training in tailoring and embroidery to $romen agricultural workers).
Contrarily, where such training has been made the responsibility only of wonenrs
specialists, they have become a separate marginal activity with little or no inpact
on the future designing of training by the general designers. Women functionaries
involved in such training have often pointed out that new perspectives that they
acguired fron such training progranmes become futile in their later periods because
their percePtions are not shared by decision-makers in their organizations.
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E. Science and technology

184. Like all other sectors, benefits in the sector of science and technology do
not fLow egually to men and women. Ironically, in the fiel.d of home-based
industries and factories the advent of nachinery or better technology has led in
many cases to women losing their jobs to rnen. In many developing countries
machines are considered a taboo for women. A lroman may carry loads of burden on
her head, Yet a machine, which may not reguire nuscular porrer, is considered theprivilege of men. rndiscrininate use of technology and unscientific biases have
caused further discrimination against wonen.

I85. Since science and technoloty are instruments to speed up development, their
limited use by women is a contributing factor for slow development of wornen. $lonen
on an average spend 5 to 8 hours on domestic chores daiLyl they have to undergo
this drudgery because serious and widespread efforts have not been made to bring
out and popularize devices which could bring her confort and relief. poor access
to science and technology is an obstacle to wonenrs growth.

F. Health and social security and institutional analysis

l. Health issues

186. During the United Nations Decade for Women there has been improvenent in the
health status of wonen. However, there have been various constraints, forenost of
which has been the constraint of resources, and several persistent problens
responsible for womenrs lower health status have not been overcome, including:

(a) !!,alnutrition caused by poverty, over-work or repeated pregnanciesr dDdI'the result of dependence and lower educational and social- position" of wonent

(b) High gender differentials in access to heaLth care services, even when
available r

(c) fnadeguate development of primary health care and preventive health
services, particularly in rural areast

(d) Inadeguate developnent of maternity and child heatth servicesl

(e) Poor availability of female health personnel, especially in rural areas.

187. In the present day context of the population explosion, the success of the
popul-ation policy is interlinked with the status of women. It is the women who
have to bear the brunt of child-bearing and child-rearing and therefore it is
necessary to intprove their social and economic status. The major obstacles in this
regard are low literacy rate, low farnily participation in work, early narriages,
teen-age pregnancies and the dependent status of women in the family.
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2. Role of Government

188. The translation of policy into action is done through organizational
structures at various levels, fron the national to the field levels - the mechanism
which channels the development resources to$rards those for whom they were
intended. Organizational nechanisms refer not only to the delivery systems but
egually to the structures in society that receive and utilize the resources. The
government nachinery, normally the largest delivery structure, is based on a

stereotlped concept of womenrs development. In view of a lack of conceptual
clarity, the reguired focus on wonenrs development in the delivery system is
generally missing. The entire approach to wonenrs development is ad hoc, Ieading
to marginal benefits.

189. A crucial shortcoming in an existing machinery is the lack of effective
co-ordination of developmental progranmes in favour of women. In the absence of
co-ordination, what is highlighted are marginal programmes which are carried out in
situation of destitution. Even in developmental sectors where consciousness is
prevalent at the policy-rnaking level and the inplementation level' dilution has
taken place to the extent that wonen are alnost forgotten as a target group of
development. In the absence of allocation of resources the trickle-down theory has
not led to egual distribution of resources or benefits of developmental progranmes.

190. Along with the delivery system, the absence of recipient structures, formal
and non-formal, has been an obstacle in barnessing the fruits of development for
nonen. There are seldom adeguate pressure groups on the delivery system to deliver
the benefits effectively and eguitably.

191. Another shortconing in the existing machinery is the lack of effective
mechanism for the dissemination of information among women regarding womenrs
development progranmes. This lack of knowledge is one of the causes for the
sluggish pace of activities related specificalty to womenrs development. This,
coupled with lack of pressure on the organizational structures by wonenrs groups,
has furtber led to the inertia of the organizational structure in responding to the
needs of women. There has been no serious atternpt in the existing organizational
structures to plug the leakages in the delivery system.

3. Role of public and private enterprises

192. The activities and responsibilities of the public and private enterprises
differ from country to country. However, if a global view is taken it may be said
that although in certain areas they nay be performing a useful function, this
function is seldom integrated with the all-round national developnent programmes'
which leads to duplication, marginalization of programmes and pilot innovative
projects which are not taken up on a large scale.
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4. political participation

193. Understanding of obstaeles to effective participation of r'romen in political
Iife has generally been clouded by various assumptions regarding womenrs
behavioural patterns, their rbackward consciousnesstr or lack of interest in pubtic
issues, or biological differences in their mental make up. In no country in theworld today do women have egual status in alt major areas of life - fanily,
education, work and employment' control over the process of reproduction, health
and governnent. The body of literature that has developed during the Decade has
underlined the fact that the overwhelming majority of wonen across the world have
not benefited from the process of developnent. Indeed, many of then are victims of
a Process of marginalization in access to resources and power. The aurveys
conducted for the Conference at Copenhagen in 1980 indicated a slight inprovement
in some spheres but also identified nany failures. An assessment of the situation
at the end of the Decade, with all the shortfalls in reliable data, suggests that
while the visibility of women in the political and deveLopmental process has
increased because of greater efforts to obtain first hand information, the search
has al-so helped to identify powerful, sometinres hidden, forces of resistance that
obstruct the narch towards the goals of the Decade.

194. The theory of backward consciousness is based on the fact of lowerparticipation. Reasons for such lower participation identified by research
indicate failure on the part of political organizations to nobilize nomen or to
conmrunicate with thern on issues before the political process. ltherever
participation is based on felt needs or popular infornation, as has been the case
with all nass movenents, including national liberation struggles against
colonialism, neo-colonialism and other tlpes of oppressive r6girnes, women have
responded with great vigour, have made great sacrifices and have faced repression
in the sarne nanner as men. In peasant movements or major struggles by workers in
factories, mines; plantations etc., rronen have been in the forefront during periods
of struggle. Such facts do not support the theory of backward consciousness.

195. The distinct difference in womenrs response to crisis situations and political
particiPation of a nore routine nature is now being explained by the failure of
comnunication by mobilizing organizations and womenrs lack of infornation on the
issues before the political process. Their illiteracy and heavier work
responsibilities pose structural obstacles to their access to infornation, which
are compounded by negLect on the Part of potitical parties, trade unions and other
such bodies to make specific efforts to reach rdonen. Recent studies have found
that whenever women have acguired awareness of issues, the increase in theirpolitical participation is at a higher rate than menrs.

L95. The differing nature of nenrs and womenrs responsibilities vis-i-vis the
family is another structural obstacle that restricts the ability of women toparticipate actively in political life in a sustained manner. In developing
countries, the najority of women, both in rural and urban areas, are prirnarily
responsible for the maintenance and survival of their families. !!en can jump into
a sustained struggle for better rights or wages because survival of the children is
not their prinary responsibility. For the wotnen, a dayrs loss of earnings nay mean
the death of a child from starvation, and any prolonged absence from hone, in the
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absence of child-care facilities, can also have dire conseguences. Political
neetings, camps, strikes or other responsibitities of a party official, local
government member or a member of parlianent cannot easily be undertaken by women as
tbey do not include services like child-care. Not all fanilies are willing to take
over all the responsibilities of the women to allow them to participate effectively
in political work. Instead, social conventions usually condenn such women for
being rrunnaturaltr motbers and wives

197. Even though the assumptions about tdomenrs backward consciousness cannot be
substantiated enpirically, the influence of these assumptions is very porrerful.
They affect the perceptions of both men and women and those of political
organizations and their leadership. For trade unions, there is far less
justification for such assunptions. The leadership of many trade unions is well
aware that women do not participate actively in trade union natters because they
have no roon in tbe leadership and are unable to get the leadership to. take up
wonenrs specific demands, such as provision of child care, working hours or egual
wages. It is a well known fact that the greatest resistance to egualizing wages
between nen and rdomen for sinrilar work comes fron trade unions. It is also known
that when trade union neetings are held after working hours, it is irnpossible for
the najority of lronen to participate because they then have to start on their
household chores. $lomen workers have been constantly left uninforned of their
legal rights. Very few of then have received the benefits of workersr education
programnes or other training programmes for trade union members. glhen women are
retrenched because of the adoption of new technology or nationalization of
production methods, few trade unions try to resist such loss of work. Some
artareness about this failure on the part of trade unions has taken place during the
Decade, leading either to a change in the strategies and approaches of trade
unionsr leadership or the growth of separate parallel unions of women.

198. A very Powerful obstacle has been created by the lack of data on women's
political participation in political parties and non-governmental organizations.
Itlost countries still do not naintain such data by sex. Chronicles or accounts of
popular novements seldon mention the participation of women. This kind of
perceptual invisibility has helped to strengthen the unwritten 1aw that regards
politics as not a womenrs domain, in the same manner that non-acknowledgement of
womenrs contributions to the economic process has affected their rights and
Position as workers and producers. Nesr research during the Decade has brought out
a mass of data on such participation in peasantsr struggles, workersr struggles and
protest movements of various kinds both in the past and in the contenporary period.

I99. The powerful influence of the "womenrs domainn thesis permeates wonenrs access
to poLitical offices, allocation of responsibilities and conseguently their
opportunities to acguire effective political experience.

200. The tendency to treat nomen as an undifferentiated class who share problems,
needs and percePtions has prevented many from searching for appropriate strategies
to enhance womenrs participation in political life. Strategies that would be
successfuL with elite wonen would not be appropriate for peasant women or working
class wonen with a much greater burden of responsibilities. Issues that rnotivate
the latter are not always shared by the former and vice versa. Until women are
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recognized as a category within each class of people, with nany shared but some
different problens fron rnen, an appropriate understanding of lroroenrs role in the
political process or adoption of appropriate strategies to enhance such
participation will be difficult.

20I. The influence of the social process that differentiates between the upbringing
of boys and girls and encourages behavioural differences also affect womenrs
ability to speak in public, to assert themselves and to protest against
prejudices. Sexist stereotypes provide negative inages of women politicians. A
women who aspires to a political career is assuned to be negtecting her farnily
obligations. Opposition from the family, the gocial cenaure of neighbours and
objections by religious leaders make it rnore difficult for a leomen to challenge
these restrictions locally, within her inmediate neighbourhood, than in the nore
anonyrpus situation in a city

202. Wonenrs access to political power must be prepared by neans of their access to
all areas of public life - economic, social and cultural. The strictly political
area nevertheless appears to be particularly resistant to the effective
particiPation of ytomen. Lack of econonic power and Lack of control over resources
which have become vital for a successful career in politics are other najor
obstacles.

203. Lastly, many women political workers also ldentify growing violence in
political life as a najor obstacle to womenrs free and effective participation.

DESIGNING OF.NEW APPROACHES AI{D FORWARD-LOOKING STRATEGIES TO
ACHIEIVE THE OBJECTI\ZES OF THE T'NITED NATIONS DECADE FOR WOTTIEN

T'P TO THE YEAR 2OOO

A. Background

204. The objectives of the United Nations Decade for $lonen of eguality, development
and peace have yet to be realized in a substantial nanner. The approaches and
strategies for achieving these objectives need to be designed in the context of the
existing obstacLes and the gaps where no action has taken place. The fundanental
approach has to be based on the recognition that hromen at present occupy a
secondary status to men as a result of historical, social, cultural and economic
factors. All the strategies, therefore, have to be ained at the removal of this
basic distortion and at taking up positive measures to enable wonen to have access
to productive resources and a right not only to participation in the development
processes but also a right to growth and advancernent in all sectors.

205, White fornulating strategies the dual responsibility of women relating to
productive and reproductive roles has to be recognized. The formulation of
strategies should have a strong undercurrent of recognition of nomenrs pivotal role
in the society rather than being apologetic about their limitations which may
result fron child-bearing and child-rearing responsibilities. The access of women
to productive resources is one of the basic strategies for womenrs advancenent.
This would necessarily mean that, apart from discarding the theory of the

V.
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the 'rintegrative approach'r, there should be
would result in substantial change in the
investment patterns, access to infornation

205. At the global level the forward-looking strategies should serve as guidelines
for action by different Governnents keeping in view the local conditions and the
availability of resources. Approaches will have to be two-pronged, first to take
progranmes which will directly affect wonen and lead to their growth in alt sectors
and confer on them egual rights through legislative and administrative action and
second to ensure that the society moves in a direction whictr will assist and
support womenrs progress rather than be a hindrance to it. These basic prenises
should underline the adoption of strategies for womenrs advancement in all sectors.

207. There are certain obstacles to the development of lromen which cut across all
sectors and cannot be dealt with in isolation. Apart fron the reproductive roler
lromen perforn nost of the household chores such as fetching water fron wells,
cooking and cleaning and nost of child-care responsibilities. They are involved in
processes of production and food processing which are monotonous activities with
little skills. Use of appropriate village technology would save some household
drudgery and wourd act as a tirne and labour-saving device for women.
Under-remuneration of wonen workers adds to the invisibility of wonen. To make
natters lilorse domestic violence against women is being accepted as a lray of life.
Wife beating, wife abuse and desertion are not uncommon features.

208. Keeping in view the above, strategies would have to be evolved to create
awareness among policy makers and prograrnme irnplenenters of the numerous activities
in which ltomen are engaged. Secondly, sociaL supports have to be provided to women
to enable them to perforn their dual responsibilities. These would include social
security coverage, maternity and health benefits and life insurance. Adequate
transport facilities both in the rural and urban areas need to be developed, not
only to increase rrcbility but also reduce drudgery as women have to carry heavy
Ioads and walk long distances in rural areas. Further, institutions like after-
care homes' short-stay homes for girls and training centres and progranmes are
specially designed to rescue women and girls from certain special situations of
destitution and exploitation. These programnes need to be implenented with an
element of professionalism in their management.

209. Socia1 inputs should be built into alt developnent programnes, such as
accessibility to water and fuel and proviEion of nutrition which are essential
inputs in the developnent of women to help them to equal enploynent opportunities
with nen.

210. One of the basic forward-looking strategies should be to provide women with
title to land and property. This would be applicable to rdonen tiving in rural and
urban areas and those working in agriculture or industry. Wonen should have
control over capital assets acguired with their income. Ilowever, the nunber of
nomen falling in this category would be negligible. It is, therefore, neceasary
that wonen should have joint ownership rights to all property acguired after
marriage. Suitable legislation raay be enacted for this purpose.
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2lI. To create an atmosphere in which it is possible for women to acguire an egual
status it is necessary to evolve a strategy to create awareness in the society
regarding wonenrs roles' responsibilities and rights in the present day context.
In developing a strategy for creating awareness, existing agencies that have
functioned in this area should be identified and their assistance solicited. The
I'eaders at the village level, whether they are school teachers, political leadersor religious leaders, who are responsible for influencing the thought process and
value system' need to be identified as a special target group for creating
awareness. Any development programme where a group of women get together, whether
it is education, employment, nutrition or health programmes, should have a special
conponent for awareness building.

212. Enrolment of women in publicly operated nass conmunication networks and in
education and training should be increased. The employnent of women within those
sectors should be pronoted and directed tolrards professional, advisory and
decision-naking positions. Organizations aimed at promoting the role of wonen in
development as contributors and beneficiaries should be assisted in their efforts
to establish effective communications and infornation networks.

B. Agriculture, food and rural development

213. Ensuring women not only opportunities for but actual ownership of land is a
new strategy that could stimulate a different type of structural change which would
be eguitable and more conducive to acceleration of rural and agricultural
developnent. The world Congress on Agrarian Reform and Rural Development
reconmended varied forms of ownership, including joint and co-ownership. Such a
recognition of women's role and status by the State would undoubtedty stimulate a
Eeries of changes in perception, in relationship and in attitudes within rural
society as well as at ottrer levels of the conmunity.

214. This basic strategy would also influence investnent patterns and inprove
rtomenrs access to services and inputs such as credit, technology, fertilizers,
better tools and training. It would also give wonen the chance to ensure priority
to the production of food to neet familiesr needs.

2I5. At the policy level sucb a strategy also calls for a balance between
production of cash crops to meet foreign exchange reguirements or urban market
denands, on the one hand, and food production for farnily consumption, on the other,
and achieving a balance between pricing and wage policies and the need for a food
scarcity strategy for the poor.

216. The need to inprove official data on the subsistence sector cannot be
overemphasized. It is, however, necessary to ensure gender analysis of own account
producers and wage workers in all such studies. It is imperative to undertake
careful field research in regions and sectors where there is a declining trend in
food production.

2L7. Food aid policies also need careful review to examine their long-term inpact
on food production. self-sufficiency, wonenrs status and nutrition of their
families.
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2I8. Recornmendations or decisions to improve womenrs access to farmer training
progranmesr €xtension services, appropriate technologyr credit and other inputs
have most often remained uninplemented for lack of adeguate infrastructure andfailure to understand differences between nenrs and wonenrs capacities to benefit
from such services when they are provided on an institutional basis. Family
responsibilities of rural rdomen reduce their mobility. A strategy for inproving
womenrs access to training and technological information therefore has to rely nore
on delivering such services at the grass-root level.

2I9. A general conrplaint from women, in development projects has been that the
choice of training, often with supportive services like child-care activities, does
not reflect rural rtomenrs specific needs. when women vrant training in sericuitureor pisciculture it is often noted that they are offered training in some
handicrafts, tailoring or embroidery.

220. Education curriculae in most developing countries do not contain subjects such
as practical agriculture which would be meaningful and useful, especially in ruralareas- Rura1 parents, therefore, are unwilling to send their daughters and even
sons to general broad based schools. To overcone this, sctiool curriculae should
include practical agricultural and allied subjectsl secondly, specialized
agriculture schools, including agricultural home nanagenent subjects, should be set
up in rural areas to prepare girls for not only life in these areas but also forhigher education in agriculture.

221. The promotion of participatory organizations of rural women as key instrunentsfor womenrs and rural development hinges on the rnethodology for such intervention.
who should promote such organizations? Discussions during the past decade have
stressed the need for some rnediating agency to sustain and nurture such
organizations without discouraging the growth of initiative. The Baghdad
Conference advocated recognition of the importance and complementary role of
nomen's organizations in this field and proposed governnent assistance, financial
and otherwise, to encourage womenrs organizations to actt

(a) as nobilizing agencies for the nasses of women, particularly poor rdomenin rural and urban areast

(b)
inputsl

As liaison and co-ordinating agencies for delivering all development

(c) As organizing agencies of working lronen in unorganized occupations inboth rural and urban areas to protect them against exploitation and provide
supportive services for child-caret

(d) As agencies to make wonen anare of the importance of exercising theirlegal, economic, cultural and political rights.

222. There is a growing feeling that efforts of womenrs organizations to play such
a role may be somewhat limited where the womenrs organizations represent a heavily
urban middle-class membership witb litt1e experience of rural areas. It has been
suggested that the range of these "intermediaries" nay be expanded by including
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other non-governnental organizations which share a conviction in participatory
development with some sensitivity to womenrs issues, as well as educational and
research institutions engaged in womenrs developnent activities in some sphere,
such as adult literacy, health nutrition, child-care, etc. It is felt that such a
strategy would not only widen tbe ranks of intermediaries but also contribute to a
process of combining organizational with information-gathering and communicational
skills. At the same time, such a strategy could also contribute to involving
educational institutions more directly in rural development efforts and increase
their concern for women.

C. Industrialization

223. Io inprove women's position in industry, a number of neasures would have to be
incorporated in the industrial policies of developing countries:

(a) Changes in education which would enable nomen to inprove their position
in industrial ernployment and to acguire transferable skills through various forms
of vocational and infornal trainingl

(b) Legal arrangenents covering aII aspects of industrialization, from
investnent codes to regulations, which would provide for better general treatnent
of labour in industry. In this connection, there should be regulatory measures in
free exporting zones to ensure that social costs are also covered. However' it
must be recognized that collective action by the developing countries is needed for
the successful legislation and inplementation of such neasures,

(c) Extension of enrploynent opportunities in accordance with hunan resources
developnent policiest

(d) Adoption of technologies which ensure stability of enploynent and
professional progress to women workerst

(e) Establishment of overall social control and of schenes for genuine
workerst participation in management and decision-makingl

(f) Elaboration of criteria for deternining the size of enterprises in
various industrial branches and the ways of organizing thenl promotion of snall and
medium-sized enterprises in developing countriesl establishment of industrial
co-operativesl

(S) Selectionl development and transfer of technology and know-how as well as
training of personnelt

(h) Strengthening of self-reliance in industrial policy through industrial
co-operation anong deveLoping countries exchange of information and experience
through ECDC,/TCDC progranmes and projects.

224. ALL efforts shouLd be concentrated towards promoting self-reliance in
industrial production which would egually benefit women. The technological

/...
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innovations should be such that women should benefit both as consurners and users of
new technologies. A special thrust will have to be given to industrial pol-icies
which would enable lromen to benefit through changes and advances in technology and
the economy.

225. Strategies for promotion of infrastructure facilities for women in the
informal sector are an essential input wbich should be given priority. These
facilities include procurement of raw materials, counselling, designing, marketing
and access to credit.

226. An important and essential step to assist women in getting access to credit
from financial institutions is that they must be able to provide collateral. To
enabLe this to happen suitable legislative enactment need be enacted to ensure that
wonen have collateral in all matrimonial property.

227.9trategies for better access to credit would include the following:

(a) The legal franework of the financial institutions and banking houses need
to be reviewed keeping in view the constraints faced by women;

(b) The procedures need to be simplified for women who do not have an
exposure to banking and financial institutionsl

(c) It may be useful to have in the financial institutions a separate cell
dealing with women wbich would assist rrrotnen to prepare projects and to tackle the
procedural formalitiesr

(d) This nay be done by assisting and establishing wonenrs banks which could
provide the legal framework in which women were partners in inmovable property with
their husbands so that the problem of collateral could be resolvedg

(e) l{aking women aware of the credit facilities availabler

(f) Assisting rural vromen and making them aware of the services available and
eguipping them with the necessary technological and other skills.

D. Education, training, culture and the mass _media

228. In view of the crucial inportance of cultural values in the dynamics of
develoPnent' it will be essential to enhance the role of women and to promote new
cultural values that take into account existing social realities and supPort the
efforts to build a different future. Integral developnent, which subserves egual
participation in development, i.e. production and decision-naking, will enhance the
role of culture in the development context. Women need to be viewed not as
narginal producers or providers of an auxil-iary workforce but rather as egual
partners in the pronotion of developnent.

229. Educational institutions will have to play an active role in the pronotion of
the development of such new cultural values. Hitherto, their contribution has been
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adeguate. Structurally, pedagogically and philosophically, educational
institutions need to play a far more active role in the developnent of a new
cultural ethos that can contribute to the realization of the goals of comprehensive
developnent of hunan naterial. This also reguires that they internalize the
concern for the equality of women and the enhancement of their role in their
curricula, pedagogic methods, organization and research agendas.

230. A strategic interrelationship between education and cultural and
socio-economic development which integrates concern for the emancipation of vronen
would have to be characterized by respect for the specific cultural features of a
particular environnent, clearly define the cultural and developnental function of
education in social transformation and support the process of educational reforn.

23I. Homemakers may be considered as a target group for training both in the fornal
and informal educational sectori men should also be encouraged to acguire such
training. The labour of homemakers should be recognized as technical and
professional.

232. In this connection, the promotion of new knowledge about women and new
perceptions of the role of women in development should b€ viewed as an instrument
for educational and cultural development for younger generations. The promotion of
such studies as an instrument for enhancing the role of wonen in developnent,
through educational and training institutions and agencies responsible for research
and information, has energed as a critical need. Such an approacb would be most
appropriate within the areas of co-operation €ilnong the non-aligned countries in
order to eliminate the dependence on external aid with the possible risk of
distortions. In view of the fact that the role of wornen in development has been
acknowledged as an inportant conponent of the research and infornation system that
is being pronoted within the movement of the non-aligned countries, it is suggested
that this component could be included through a conbination of research' teaching
and dissenination of information.

233. The incorporation of the aspects of the role of wonen in development in
existing teaching, training and research institutions may reduce investments in
physical and adninistrative infrastructure and improve the prospectus for
integrating and articulating wonenrs problems, issues and concerns within all
educational institutions and disciplines, instead of allowing them to remain a
separate marginal activity whose isolation makes it ineffective. National,
regional and international networks of such institutions should be encouraged to
share and expand their experiences, which would help to increase their competence
and strengthen the ties of intellectual and developmental co-operation among

non-aligned nations. Such efforts would help to increase the extent and improve
the guality of data needed by national governments. They would also make it
possible to train an increasing nunber of cadres to take up the various functions
identified as necessary for the advancement of wonen in development. Above all,
the incorporation of studies of this kind within the educational system and in
training institutions would help pronrote tlre needed cultural transformation.
Science and technology, which could be lnwerful instruments for the advancenent of
the role of women in development, bave so far usually blpassed women because of
their educational and other handicaps. Science and technology have also often been
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misused to marginalize lromen and revise their status. It is therefore imlrcrtantnot nerely to facilitate the access of women to science and technology but also to
ensure that practitioners are anare of the problerns involved in the employnent of
wonen in this area. rt would be useful to introduce these concerns as early as thetraining stage.

234' In particular, developrnents in the field of communication technotogy and
conmunication sciences pose a critical challenge to the decisions of the
non-aligned countries to enhance the role of wonen in developnent. rf these new
developments are not harnessed in accordance with the policies for the advancementof women' they will continue to be used by social forces which oppose the eguarltyof women and development and will help to strengthen and perpetuate values and
behavioural norms that thrive on the subordination of women. The transfer of
technology in some of these fields has already had conseguences which militate
against the inprovernent of the status of women.

235. The recent trend arpng nedia professionals in developing countries towardsgreater realism in their portrayal of social problems is a potentiality forcorrecting the role of the media in womenrs development. Realism, however, must be
used to inspire people to struggle for change. A search for new options in human
relationships and the reshaping of social institutions, political and economic
structures and cultural values would go a long way tovrards integrating women into
the world of the nedia and enable the media to play a more positive role in
integrated development. It is now increasingly realized that information is avital resource central to the exercise of political, economic and cultural poner
among peoples. The right to communicate is also a fundamental human right. Theinherited international system of the dissemination of coununications andinformation has served to perpetuate the dominance of some countries, particularly
the rrcst powerful in world trade, cornmerce and exchanges. It has also resulted ininegualities in infornation flows as wel] as biased, tendentious and unbalancedinterpretation of the news to the disadvantage of developing countries. Thenon-aligned and other developing countries have sought to ensure the decolonizationof information and of concrete steps for the establishment of a nelr internationalinformation and cornmunications order. This would reguire concerted action to
overcome the domination by transnational news agencies and corporate structures ofthe international nass conmunication media of the distribution of nerrs around theworld. It would promote dialogue and understanding through diversification of
sources of information and elinination of inegualities in infornation flows aroundthe world. This also calls for closer co-operation anrong media and information
services of non-aligned and developlng countrles. The need to correlate tbe
general process of decolonization of inforrnation to greater receptivity towards the
problems faced by women in developnent is an important aspect of the struggle forthe estabrishnent of a new information and connunication order.

236' rn the past, there has been a one-way flow of information from the developedto the developing countries and from government to the people. The goals ofself-reliance and participatory developnent, which are being actively pursued bythe non-aligned countries, involve a shift from excessive reliance of the
developing countries and foreign resources towards a mobil.ization of their
indigenous resources, which would nake these countries less vulnerable to external
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Pressures and develop their own potential for growth. The new inforrnation and
comunication technology, the "rnicrochip revolution", has considerably nagnified
the power of the nedia. Satellite connunication has exposed millions of people to
new information. The strengthening of the autonomous capacities of the individual
countries and improvement of the organizational framework and nedia content will
depend on the socio-lnliticat context of each country.

237. glomen are today an important factor in the strategy of self-reliance and the
media could do nuch to create public awareness of the role of women and their
potential. The following are a number of steps which the media could take at
various levels to strengthen the role of women as egual partners in developnents

(a) A democratization of the structures and control of the communication
nedia could contribute to the representation and participation of women in the
nedia at the decision-rnaking levelsl

(b) !!ore inforrned women should be involved in media training progranmest

(c) Communication and advertising policies involving participation by women
could be developedl

(d) Media content could be inproved through co-ordinated efforts for
increased interaction between non-governnental and research organizations in
formulating guidelines for monitoring progrannest

(e) Listeners and viewers from consumer groups or action groups etc. could be
effectively utilized to create an awareness of womenrs issues and to evolve connon
strategies for the promotion of nore positive approaches to nonenrs issuesl

(f) Various international seminars, conferences and expert group meetings,
which have already covered a wide range of issues connected with wonen and the
conmunication media, indicate the need for further in-depth studies, research,
training for women in conmunication technology, the organizational framework
incLuding the develoPnent of a code of ethics with regard to the presentation of
women in media, and the use of traditional folk media to encourage participation of
rromen t

(S) Horizontal conununication and co-operation among developing countries in
this field could be strengthened in order to create an awareness of issues of
common concern, identifying solutions to comnon problems and areas of co-operationl

(h) Wornenrs programmes should not be viewed in isolation. Although these
programmes are directed specifically to vromen, women's issues and images are
reflected in other progranmes as weII. AII these progranmes follow a certain
Pattern and ideologyr and hence there is a need for nonitoring and analysing all
these progranmest

(i) l,lonitoring should not be confined to portrayal of nonen. It should be
conprehensive enough to include analysis of the "approach" to the subject, the way
in which it is presented, its relevance, utitity and the values which the
programmes projectl

/ ...
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(j) Broadcasting and telecasting organizations should have strong research
units. Independent research institutions, institutes of nass communication,
univereities and soclal action groups should be encouraged to participate in
monitoring, planning and production of programmes.

E. Science and technology

238. Prograntnes need to be launched in areas of science and technology where rdomen
can egually participater and which will be beneficiaL to women by increasing their
productivity and reducing the drudgery. Such areas include:

(a) Post harvest technologyt

(b) Energy plantation programmes, using nodern sericultural and agrononic
practicesl

(c) Cultivation' processing and use of traditional nedicinal plantsl

(d) Identification of occupational hazards and scientific solutions to thent

(e) rmproved design and fabrication of implenents used by women;

(f) Organization of training prograrmes to improve the skills of women
through scientific methods both in organized and unorganized sectorsl

(9) Programnes in medical sciences and health-care delivery systems including
nutrition, child welfare etc. t

(h) Popularization of science and creation of a new scientific temper in the
countryt

(i) Development of software for dissenination of information and creation of
an awareness about the irnportant applications of science and techriologyl

(j) Training of women in nodern electronics and computerst

(k) Organization of a large nunber of job-oriented training and re-training
Programmes to enable women scientists, engineers, doctors and other experts to take
up aPProPrlate ernploynent in research organizations and public and private sector
institutions I

(1) Extensive and intensive studies on the use and development of various
energy formsl

(m) Developnent of science and technology based entrepreneurship programmes
to enable women to inprove their economic standards and to provide optrnrtunities
for gainful self-employnent
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239. A greater involvement of nomen in scientific and technological development
would therefore reguirer

(a) Popularization of scientific and technological knowledge and skills in
order to enable their further developnent, by the mass media, through changes in
school progrannes, and through atl participatory and comrnunity development
activities (especially in agriculture but also in other areasr €.9., household
activities, health, education, housing etc.) I

(b) An increase of the level of scientific and technological self-reliance by
developing national scientific and technological potentials, naxinizing
possibilities of TCTD and introducing selective transfer of technology systens;

(c) Changes in the traditional attitudes towards wornen, enabling then to
participate fully in scientific and technological developrnent by stimulating their
involvement in various forms of education and trainingl

(d) Bstablishment of linkages between the existing traditional technologies
and know-how and the new technologies. The involvement of women in the
strengthening of these links could provide a firn basis for self-reliance and
ensure a certain continuity in the development of authentic and original
aPproaches, thus avoiding irnitative modernization and developing participatory
research as well as relating scientific and technological development to the
specific needs of the countryS

(e) Establishnent and strengthening of co-operation among developing
countries in the areas of information on scientific and technological knowledge and
devices, transfer of technology and exchange of experience on application of
science and technology in development, joint research etc.

F. Health and social security, population and
environmental issues

240. The global strategy of lHealth for A1l by the year 2000" adopted by the
thirty-fourth World Health Assenbly, in 1981, which emphasized basic health
protection' the primary health care approach and organization of an effective
health care and health inforrnation system, identified priorities for health
co-oPeration and drew up an Action Programme which stressed the need for a review
of a number of policy orientations in the areas of prinary health care, health
information and monitoring systems, conmunity involvement in health programnes,
prevention of infectious diseases, development of national services of health care
and health education, production, distribution and consumption of drugs, and
protection of the human environment. Existing statistics indicate the need for
wonenrs participation in the International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation
Decade to be implenented on a priority basis.

241. On the basis of the nedium-term programme on TCDC for health for aII (1994-99)
and in view of the need for an acceleration of the development of national health
care caPabilities and the estabtishment of focal points for TCDC in the area of
health' sone priority activities may be identified: 

/...
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(a) Introduction of effective health eurveillance systens at the national
level, of health indicators for target setting and fornulation of national
priorities and plane of action and of appropriate systems for assessing the
strengths and weaknesses of national health prograrnmest

(b) Linking of health policies and prograrmes with economic developrnent and
those facilities which can directly reduce womenrs drudgery and work burden and
directly improve their health situation, i.e., provision of adeguate housing, water
supply, sanitation, health regulations at the workpLace and health protection of
wonen' particularly those working in the infornal sector of the econony who are not
covered by social protection policiesl

(c) Integration of naternal and child heatth care with family planning
services and accelerated developnent of national capacities through development of
health institutions and infrastructures, and an increase of the number of health
experts, particularly, health workersl

(d) Involvement of womenrs organizations in primary health care activities
and their representation on national and local health councilsl

(e) Pronotion of health education and indigenous systens of health care. The
formal health system has destroyed the indigenous knowledge of wonen as providers
of fanily health. Studies on indigenous medical practices and supportive system in
fanilies used by women should be undertakenl

(f) Introduction of ECDC/TCDC programnes for the pronotion of industries
which are inportant for the development of health care systens. The developing
countries could evolve suitable nechanisms for co-operation in training and
developnent of human resources, collaborative research, joint programrning, exchange
of information and references, and exploring the application of low-cost
technologies for water supply and waste disposal.

242. Progressive national policies should tackle ttre low level of literacy, provide
free health service and expand security services, especially in rural areaa. Low
and unstable income, lower health and nutritionaL levels, teenage pregnancies and
early narriages have to be checked effectively. Liberalization of birth control
nethods and provision of adeguate tegaL support can be of much assistance.

243. To break through the vicious circLe of poverty, high fertility and mortality
ealls for a more careful and humane pubtic pol.icy with a judicious balance between
individual choice and dignity and promotion of a sense of responsibility ar@ng
parents to ensure a better future for all children. This could be further
stirnulated and promoted through varlous forms of technical assistance at various
Ievels and enriched through nutual exchange of infornration and experience among
developing countries.

244. Environmental issues conceiving environment in its broadest social context are
most relevant for women. The increasing marginalization of certain sections of the
population, growing Poverty and deprivation of the masses, decreasing food
production, the energy crisis and degradation of the hunan environment in nany
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developing countriea are slrmptoms of a pattern of growth and resource utilizatlon
which is geared to exleting poner structures and prevents a large eection of the
population fron satisfying its basic needs. The nultidimensional problens facing
developing countries are lnterconnected, but often these connections are not
understood by tbose who fornulate sectoral pollcies. In the long run, social
developnent policies wil.I have to be closely integrated with econonic development
policies and a strong cormitment to the funprovenent of the guality of life. The
methods and inEtrunents of, analysls and planning of socio-economic developnent
should tberefore take adeguate account of environmental issues.

G. Apartheld

245. Unlgue anong systens now existent, the policy of apartheid has been declared a
crime against hunanity. The role preecribed for African wonen within the apartheid
systen - as golely that of controlled reproducers of exploitable labour - is the
very antithesis of the general and specific obJectives of the Decade for $lomen and
an affront to wonen, undernining their Etatus everlmhere. The failure of the
international conmunity to take eff,ective actton against aPartheid has allowect it
to expand and ite institutional violence to affect the lives of both women and men

throughout southern Africa. The International Convention for the Suppresslon and
punishment of the Crine of Apartbeid places a reeponsibility upon Governnents to
take unilateral and collecttve international actton, ln accordance with deciEtons
of the United Nations and the Organization of African Unity.

246. Effective measures should be taken to terminate all collaboration with the
racist r6girne of South Africa in the potitical, nilitary, diplomatic and econonic
fields with a view to elininating untold nieery and loss of life of the oppressed
people, the najority of whom are black wonen and children.

242. The forward-Looking strategies should take into account the destabilizing
effects of apartheid on the economic infrastructure of neighbouring independent
African Statesr which inpedes the developnent of the sub-region.

248. InstitutionaLized g!$,!9. in South Africa and Namibia as realized in the
day-to-day political, Iegalr social and cultural life renains an enornous obstacle
and trindrance to advancement, eguality and peace in the African region.

249. The United Nations and the international comunity must strengthen their
resolve to see the abhorrent 3g!8i{ systen eradicated and Namibia freed fron the
forces of occupation. Given South Africars position in the international political
and econonic structure, the international connunity has the greatest responsibility
to en6ure that peace and hunan dignity are reatored to southern Africa.

250. The forward-looking strategies should aim at the speedy and effective
irnplenentation of the Security Council resolution 435 (1978) for the independence
of Nanibia. The total and unconditional liberation of Namibia ehould be a najor
obJective of the forward-looking strategies, which should also aim at the
inprovement of the condltions of wonen and children.
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251. The international corununity rnust insist upon effective inrplementation of
Security Couneil resolution 435 (f978) for the independence of Namibia and United
Nations resolutions calling for sanctions against South Africa, its isolation and
the abandonment of its racist policies. All efforts should be made for the
immediate and unconditional withdrawal of South African forces from Angola.

252. Women, together with their Governrnencs, should strengthen tbeir commitment to
the eradication of apartheid and support to their struggling sisters in allpossible ways. To this end wornen and womenrs organizations should keep thenrselves
constantly informed on the situation of women and children under apartheid,
disseminate information wideLy and build up arrareness in their countries auout the
situation by organizing national solidarity and support conmittees where tshese do
not yet exist as a means to educate the public to the evils of apartheid and its
brutal oppression on women and children in South Africa and namTnia.

253- The international community should provide greaeer moral and material
assistance to the national liberation movements, ANC and StfApO, and the Africanstates bordering Namibia and South Africa in their struggle against apartbeid.

H. Instit,utional analysis

. 1. Role of Governments

254. The strategies for action in the area of institutional supports witL be of avaried nature. ThE intportance of the institutional mechanisms cannot be
underrated, as they are the instruments through which developmental plans and
progranmes are transformed into reality. In aLmost al!. countries the question isnot of the absence of government nachinery at the field level but the absence of anidentified nechanism for wonenrs development, and this absence is felt all the more
acutely at tbe lowest unit or village unit. There should be one multipurpose paid
noman worker wbo should be armed with information about various sectoral programmes
and should be familiar with the procedure of getting benefits under thenultifarious proqrammes. She sbould be in a position not only to assess the needsof the women but be able to co-ordinate effectively betvreen the wqnen and various
functionaries at the field level. Immediate attention has to be paid, therefore,to the lowest levels where the plans are operationalized. This does not, however,imply that the institutional franework at the intermediate and national levels need
be neglected. Co-ordination, therefore, would be the cornerstone activity for
ensuring that the multisectoral approach becones effective.

255. with the object of promoting the complete esuality of both sexes, Governnents
should guarantee $omen and men eguality before the law and for attaining facilitiesfor eguality of educational opportunities, eauality in employment conditions,
including renuneration, and social ecuality independently of marital status andwith accress to the whole sphere of economic activities.
256. Govrarnments also have the obligation to create conditions which promote the
implemen'lation of judicial norms which stipulate eouality among nen and women,opportunities to receive free primary and general education, ecuality of ernployment
conditions and protection for women during and after maternity.

/...
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257. !{onitoring is essential for assessing the effectiveness of the organizational
structure in terms of performance. fn all sectors the systen of data collection
needs to be improfed not only oualitatively and quantitatively but also has to be
essentially sex based. Only sex based data can help in projecting the critical
needs of women and identify areas of activity for further planning and programming.

258. Ttre next strategy should be for developing Ehe growth of recipient and
participatory organizations aE the field level. We should have dynamic instruments
not only for the advancement of t'rotnen but also for the improvement of the ouality
of the development process as a whole. The support to growth of such organizations
as voluntary organizations and wonenrs co-operatives should be done systematically
by providing resources, information, recognition and financial assistance.

25g. fn sqne cases, the efforts of non-governmental organizations have provided
some support to break the isolation of these grass root groups. The
non-governnental organizations have often played the role of an inEermediary,
providing the needed support to the grass root groups, helping to establish direct
comnunications between them and develotrxnent agencies, and also helping to develop
netnorks of grassroot groups to enable thern to learn from each other. An important
strategy for Governments to consider is recognition of some organizations and
institutions as intermediaries to increase the Governmentsr reach, to obtain the
needed feed-back fron the grassroots and to raise the level of information and
knowledge at both ends.

260. The concept of intermediaries provides a new channel for organizations and
institutions outside tbe government to play a role in advancing the status of wonen
in development and helping operationalize some of the strategies already accepted.
The concept of an autonotnous intermediary supported by government resources and
acting as a channel of communication between grassroot groups and governnent
without the negative features of a patron-client relationship at either end offers
an operational instrument to implement some of the accepted strategies.

261. The intermediary agencies could be educational institutions, research
institutions, regional or national voluntary organizations. These intermediary
agencies nay have the responsibility of carrying out field research to monitor and
evaluate the reach of the existing development progratnnes, to promote grassroot
organizations and to help them to fornulate projects according to their needs and
priorities, to co-ordinate with various officia! agencies to obtain necessary
resources for such projects and activities and to organize sqne basic services such
as adult education, legal literacy, child care, health and population advice,
education, basic training and accountancy' bookkeeping etc. for which the
institutions can find resources within themselves or with the assistance of sone
exPerts.

262. Research on nomen in development, which has evolved during the Decade as an
important instrument for the advancement of the role of women, has been useful'
since it has been instrumental in the collection of enpirical information which
has, t'o date, provided most of the data to assess the impact of various development
policies on mmen. It has sensitized the people involved in developnent planning
and adninistration by posing issues resulting fron their empirical investigation
and pronoted an ideological climatd and public concern thus raising the level of
consciousness among women and others.
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263. So far, such studies have prinarily been confined to research and have made
lit'tle impacE on the training and value transformation of younger generations. The
prqnotion of such studies as an instrument for enhancing the role of wonen in
developnent, through educational and training institutions and agencies responsible
for reeearcb and information, has emerged as a critical need. Such an approach
rculd be nost appropriate within the areas of co-operation atnong the non-aligned
countries ln order to elininate the dependence on external aid with the possible
risk of distortions. In view of the fact that the role of women in development has
been acknowledged as an inrportant component of the research and information system,
it ls suggested that this component could be included through a combination of
research, teacbing and dissemination of information.

2. Role of public and private enterprises

264. The public and private enterprises should be provided with guidelines within
the framework of national development programmes indicating the special steps
exPected from them for taking up a promotional role of developnnent for women.
Governments should assist tbe growth of public and private enterprise by giving
concessional facilities and liberalizing licencing policies. fn addition,
governnents should take the following measuress

(a) More emphasis on clarity of ains and objectives, a regular review of the
current statua of women, including job profiles for the improvement of the position
of women in training prograrmes, social welfare neasures relat,ing to child bearing
and child rearing, provision of crbches and the allocation of specific
responsibilities to appropriate national institutions;

(b) Preparat,ion of concrete action plans wtrich should include both short-term
and long-tern strategies in the area of manposer planning, recruitment systems,
Pronotional opportunities, incentives, training and representation of women at the
nanagement level, together with a statement for the performance evaluation criterial

(c) IdentificaEion of areas of activity in which women are currently not
represented but can be recruited. Human resource developnent plans for women
sbould include a specific component on the employment of wonenl

(d) Efforts should be made to involve more women in ongoing training courses,particularly nanagement training, as well as to develop the curricuLa of these
courses with an emphasis on the role and responsibilities of public enterprises in
the advancement of woment

' (e) In view of the need to involve more rronen at higher levels of managenentr
special training progralmes for Ehe induction of lromen at levels of enterprise
nanagement could be stimulated and developed as a short-term measuret

(f) Fuller involvement of wonen workers and men workers alike in
decision-making Processes, as well as in forms of nanagement at all levels of
enterprise organization, which is seen as an essential means of their advancement,parallel with Ehe improvement of patterns and efficiency of public enterprise
nanagemenEt

/...
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(S) Public enterprises should exploit their opportunities of geneiating
employment in down-stream and up-stream activities with which they are related,.
This is of particular significance in the case of subcontracting to public sector
ancillaries. Some cases of sub-contracting to womenrs co-operatives and to
regional development corporations which sEimulate snall businesses could also
promote both emplolment and entrepreneurship among wonen. Hortever, stelx must be
taken to ensure that such practices are not detrimental to the position of women or
to overall regional developnents;

(h) An agreed system of performance evaluation arising from predetermined
corporate plans should identify the evaluation criteria for each social objective,
including the objective of advancing the status of women. Whenever possible, an
attempt should be nade to auantify the criteriat

(i) Existing and newly created mechanisms at the national level responsible
for scrutinizing the policies and practices and their contributions towards the
socio-economic objectives of development could advise governments on the
formulation of policies ttrrough which public enterprises could act as "model
employers" and real promoters of the status of wonen and could also undertake
regular evaluation and monitoring of these efforts of pubLic enterprises.

3. PoLitical participation

265. Legal provisions for political participation of etomen notwithstandingr the
political status of wornen across the developing world still remains abysnally
uneoual. Formal political rights which do exiet in nost countries have remained
outside the reach of the large majority of women. However, the Decade has
evidenced an increasing trend towards participation by nomen through their own

organization. They have focused on many issues of their own survival and concern'
some of which are specific to women and some of wider concern for society as a

whole.

256. Such efforts at articulating rromenrs concerns need to be acknowledged far more
in the analysis of political development than they have been before. They also
need to be taken note of more deliberately by formal political organizations such
as parties and trade unions than they have done so far.

267. Unlike in many developed countries, the womenrs movement in developing
countries have placed a higher emphasis on issues of survival and developxnent that
affect not only themselves but all members of socieEy. They have gone to
considerable efforts to avoid charges of separatism by seeking alliance and
offering solidarity with other popular groups in the hope that womenrs issues will
be recognized as important general issues in development. Confrontations with men,
trade unions and/ot the state have taken place only when they persisted in ignoring
womenrs needs or indulging in hostile action. There is ample evidence of women

fron developing countries rejecting the separatist approach of some Western
feminists. At the same tine, the Decade has certainly increased the awareness
among many nomen and men of the gross violations of womenrs basic rights and
needs. The spread of this awareness and the emergence of novements for mobilizing
women is one of tbe most positive gains of the Decade. Vfonen have unequivocaily
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condemned imperialism, colonialism, neo-colonialism, foreign aggression, racism,
zionism and violence in all parts of the world. Through their organizations women
have sought to establish links within and outside their countries and regions to
increase solidarity on these issues in demands for a stoppage of the arms race andparticularly of nuclear armaments and testing and the heavy investnent in armaments
which restricts resources for urgent development measures. They have protested
against civil war and wars with neighbours.

268. Governments which recognize this potential force as a positive one could
harness it to promote the aims of developrnent and peace. crovernments which rejectthis force may crush the movement for the time being but nay find themselves weaker
as a result.

269. while the long-term strategy lies in changes in the value system, the
socialization process and removal of prejudices and stereotypes, certain immediatestrat'egies could lead to the enhancement of womenrs role in political life. Thefirst of these would be reorientation of the leadership of political parties, trade
unions and other political organizations to remove their existing biases and values
and perceptions about women. This could be achieved through participatory training
and exposure to better information about wonenrs roles.

270. Reorientation of the responsibility of women's wings in political
organizations and trade unions where they exist is also called for to enable them
to' serve as twoitay communication channels - from the leadership to hromen at thegrassroots level and frorn the grassroots to leadership.

27L- A practice of cornmunication to women through all channels of national,
developmental and gtobal issues to increase their understanding and participation
is necessary.

272. Womenrs voluntary organizations which play some
other wonen in various ways should accept a new taskpolitically aware regarding issues, their rights andparticipate actively.

role in educating and helping
- to nake hro[nen socially and
the need for them to

273. rt is essential to provide support services, such as child-care facilities,other ways of sharing household responsibilities and reduction of womenrs work
burdens at home, to release time for political participation.

274. An active campaign against customs, conventions and pract.ices that seek toobstruct womenrs partiiipation in all tlpes of political activity must be
undertaken.

275. rnvestnent should be made in research and communication to remove myths of
nomenrs non-participation in political affairs with a view to changing menrs and
nomenrs perceptions.

276. The important strategy, however, is to promote effective grassroot
organizations of women in rural and urban areas with access to information,resources and channels of conmunication in order to increase their effectiveness in
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the political mobilization of women and to increase the scope for women to
participate in decisions that affect their lives and the vital problems of the
society at the local, national and international levels.

4. Legislation

277. In spite of much progressive legistation, there l's a great need for more
legislation to ensure full participation of women in economic, soiial and polit,ical
development and for the protection of wonen from discrirninat,lon, exploitation and
victimization. Cumbersone lengttry procedures, ineffective nachinery for
inplementation, lack of information regarding legal enactments and expensive legal
aid are some of the reasons for this gap between Che $ig5. and gg.,1!g!9 status of
wonen.

278. To ensure effective implementaEion of Legislation, it is neceasary not only to
make the judiciary appreciate the spirit behind the laws' but also to re-orient the
executive about the needs of women. Sone of the steps that need to be taken are:

(a) Spread of legal literacy among women. Sirnple panphlets on the existing
laws need to be published. These pamphlets should be translated into reqional
languages;

(b) Training of para-legal
especially with regard to labour

personnel to act as legal guides for wonen,
and social legislationr

to spread knowledge about social legislationl(c) Use of the mass media

(d) Opening of counselling and legat aid cellsl educational inEtitutions and
voluntary organizations should be mobilized for this workl

(e) Setting up of fanily courts to try cases under personal law.

Peace

279. For ensuring hromen the right to eguality and development it iE necessary for
peace Eo exist at the international level. Traditional wars, the threat of nuclear
warfare, external domination, aggression, imperialiatn' colonialisrn,
neo-colonialism, racism, apartheid and the denial of Ehe right of peoples to
self-determination and independence are major obstaclee to the socio-economic
development and particularly to the social advancenent of wornen. Peace rould imply
absence of the conditions of war, violence and hostilities at the national and
international levels and the international promotion of social justice and ecruality.

280. For nore than three decades, Palestinian nonen have faced difficult living
conditions in camps and outside, struggling for the survival of their fanrlliee and
the survival of the Palestinian people who were deprived of their ancestral lande
and denied the inalienable right to return to their bomes and their property, tlreir
right to selfdetermination, national independence and sovereignty. Palestinian

I.
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Idomen are vulnerable to itnprisonment, torture, reprisals and other oppressivepractices by Israel in the occupied Arab Eerritories. The confiacation of Land andthe creation of more settlements has affected the lives of paleetinian wmen andchildren. such rsraeli measures and practices are a violation of the GenevaConvention. The Palestinian woman aB part of her nation suffers fromdiscrimination in enproyment, health care and education.

281' The situation of violence and destabilization wbich exists in southern rcbanonand Golan Heights put Arab women and children who are living under rsraelioccupation in severe situations. tebanese wmen are also suffering fromdiscrirnination and detention. Therefore, all relevant united Nations resolutions,in particular security council resolutions 50g (rgg2) and 50g (1982), shoutd beimplemented.

282. The irnplenentation of the Programtne of Action for the Achievenents ofPalestinian Rights should be kept under review and co-ordinated between the UnitedNations agencies and units concerned with enphasis on the role of palestinian womenin preserving their national identity, tradilions and heritage and in tbe strugglefor sovereignty. parestinian peopre must, recover their rights toself-determination and the right to establish their inaepenaent state in accordancewith all relevant united Nations resolutions. The special and irmediate needs ofPalestinian rdomen and children should be identified and appropriate provisionsmade. united Nations projects should be initiated to help palestinian women in thefields of health, education and voeational training. Ttreir living conditionsinside and outside the occupied territories should be studied_ by tne appropriateunited Nations units and agencies aseisted as appropriate by specialized reeearchinstitutes from various regions. The results of these studies should be given
broad publicity to promote actions at all levels. lrtre international conmunityshould exert all efforts to stop the establishment of new rsraeli settlenents inthe west Bank and the Gaza Strip. Palestinian wmen should be allowed to enjoysecurity in a liberated hotneland also in accordance with united Nations resolutions.

1. fran-frao conflict
283. The continuing hrar betareen fran and frag endangerg peace, stability anddeveropnent and has negative consequences for the entire region, exposing it tointernational conflict and the dangers of outside interferences. The Miniseers and
Heads of Delegation reiterated the need to exert atl possible efforts to contributeto the implementation of the principles of non-alignnent with regard to thisconflict in order to find a peaceful, just and honourable solution to thisunfortunate conflict, in accordance with the charter of the united Nations and theprinciples of non-alignment, which would bring conprehensive peace and security tothe region.

2. Central America and Caribbean countries

284. The state of violence and instability in Central America and Caribbeancountries poses a serious hindrance to the achievement of peace in the region.Therefore, it is a must to emphasize the principles of non-interferencerself-determination and non-use of force in solving the probLems in the region.There is need to help in finding just political sotutions through peace proposals.
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3. Itlestern Sahara

285. There is concern over the siEuation of the region and its consequences for
women and children. A fair and lasting solution in accordance with the Charter of
the United Nationsr C'eneral Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), the principles of the
Movement of Non-Aligned CounEries and the decisions of the United Nations and
Organization of African Unity necessarily reguires the implemenEation of Che
rel-evant resolutions of the Organizat,ion of African Unity and the United Nations.

4. Other issues

286. As womenrs interests can exist only in a situation of peace it is necessary
they should also be in a position to promote peace. For tbis purpose women need to
be represented adeguately at national and international forutns, especially in the
United Nations and its relaEed specialized agencies where they can make their voice
heard and also ensure that womenrg issues are recognized and dealt with effectively.

287. Educational publicity for promoting values relating to peace should be taken
up through the media of publication films, television etc. EfforEs should be made

to elininate incitement to batred, bigotry, discrinination, injustice, war and
public and domestic violence. A different and essential dimension of peace is to
wage a tireless and serious fight on violence committed againat women.

288. l{bile it has become increasingly evident Ehat the problen of physical and
rnental abuse of women is of far greater magnitude than was believed, it is common
for some to take violence against, r,iomen in certain areas for granted, for exanple,
marital violence. Violence against women is a manifesEation of the inecruality of
womenrs economic status and physical inferiority compared to man. Therefore, women

should be trained in the art of self-defence as a part of physical training in
schools and colleges to avoid physical nplestation and abuse.

289. Various types of vioLence of which a wonan is a victin include domestic
violence, non-domestic violence, particularly facing of violence in a custodial
situation, rape, sexual harassment, pornography and advertisement prostitution and
the trafficking in women.

290. In most countries violence comitted against nomen hae been recognized and
legal enactments have been passed to safeguard women against violence like rapep
wife-beating, custodial violence, trafficking etc. Further, in most countries
government and non-governmental agencies have taken up programnes for
rehabilitation of the wonen who bave become victims of violence by providing
institutional and non-institutional support, including suPport of psychiatrists,
legal advisers and other expert,a.

291. However, there are various obEtacles which stand in the way of effectively
checking this malady. o|re such obstacle is the deEire of the victim to maineain
silence as she realizes that the cutprit cannot be easily brought to book while she
suffers more trauma in the courtroom and in the society. Thie leads to lack of
authentic data available regarding crime against women.
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292' The legislative procedures are such that in many cases evidence is required.since the crime is norrnally committed within the four walls of a roon and not inpublic, such evidence is lacking.

293' The police are not sensitized to deal with such crimes in a npre slrmpathetic
manner taking into consideration the social implications. Basic strateti-s forcountering violence against women ares

(a) Strengthening of the legal unbrellai
(b) Mrninistrative devices should be rnade effective to tackle crimes against

wonent

(c) Governments should nake special ef,forts for the collection ofdeterrnine the cause and extent of violence against women,
data to

(d) A directory of organizations and individuals working in the area of womenshould be prepared so that women can knonr where assistance is available and certaingaps are identifiedl

(e) Constructive and positive infornation programmes should be developed toheighten public awareness and to improve attitudes towards womenrs inegualityi
(f) Training Progralnmes for the trnlice in handling violence against wonenl

(g) Educational progrannes for police2 lawyers, judges and the communityregarding violence against rromen.

VI. IMERNATIONAL @-OPERATION FOR THE FUI,T INTBGRATION OF
IIOTTIEN IN THE DEVEIOPITTEM PROCESS

A. Background

294' As it is a global issue, the advancenent of women in developnent should bereflected in all aepects of international co-operation for devellpnent. This beingthe case, the role of women should be analysed and the inprovement of their statuspromoted through all the existing modes of international co-operation at aIIIevels. This would require various forms of co-operation 
"r-ng 

the non-aligned andother developing countr'ies' co-operatiort between these countries and deveropedcountries, and overall co-operation within the system of the united Nations,including ECDCr/TCDC, which are global systerns of co-op,eration-"ia. new dimensionof international co-operation involving developing and developed countries andinternational organi zations

B. Co-operation among develooing countries

295'- l'tutual co-operation is an important and valuable instrunent for the promotionof the rationar and efficient use of human, naterial, einanciai ana technologicalresources of developing countries, and thus for the advancenent of their collectiveself-reliance and welfare.
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296. Since thC very inception of the Movement of the Non-Aligned Countries, the
non-aligned countries have been pursuing mutual co-operation. The progranne of
econornic co-operation adopted by the Movenent covers 23 areas of co-operation: raw
materials, trade, transport and industry; monetary and financial co-operationl
scientific and technological developnent, technical co-operation and consultancyt
food and agriculturel fisheriest insurancet healthl enplolznent and hunan resources
developmentl tourisnl transnational corporations and foreign private investmentl
Bportst research and information systemst nuclear energy for peaceful purposesl
telecomunication; international co-operation for' developmentl housingt
standardization, weights and measures and guality controlt education and culturet
and the role of nomen in developnenE.

297. Co-operation on the role of wonen in development should become an integral
aspect of all other areas through which co-operation among tbe non-aligned
countries is pursued, and consideration of this aspect should be ensured in all
phases of co-operalion, from design to implenentation and assessment.

298. Co-operaEion among the non-aligned and other developing countries has also
been prompted through various forms of economic and technical co-operation
(ECDC,/!CDC) aC different levels, fron the country level to the subregional'
regional and interregional levels, covering Ehe vital areas which offer
opportunities for taking full advantage of the existing and potential
cornplernentarities of developing countries.

299. In view of the need to implement these progratnmes in a comprehensive, coberent
and integrated way and considering the fact Ehat they are interlinked, ways and
means should be sought to ensure the involvement and participation of all concerned
membere of society, and particularly women, with a view to harmonizing their
productive and reproduclive and social roles, and thus making it increasingly
possible for theft to release their potential for development. All these Programnes
should devote special attention to the possible impacts on the people concerned in
general, and on women in particuLar, and make efforts to asseas these impacts.

300. The role of the Group of 77 in planning, co-ordinating' nonitoring and
irnplenenting follow-up action and evaluating such activities should be broadened
witb a view to include consideration and pronotion of the integration oi women as
an important aspect in the current and planned development progratmtes. With the
inclusion of this component, ECDC/TCDC programmes would be better adapted to the
concrete situations and actual reouirements in the developing countries.

C. Co-operation with developed countries and international
organizations

301. Co-operation between developed and developing countries is being undertaken on
Ehe basis of a great variety of arrangenents, bilateral and multilateral, at all
levels. So far, this co-operation has been insufficient and reguires a new

character and dimension at the inEernational level, which should be in keeping with
the needs and priorities of developing countries.
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302. Quite ofien, specific progratnmes and projects concerned with women have beendivorced from the overall development programmes of the country.

303. Co-operation beLween developed and developing countries can or should bestrengthened by the incorporation of the aspect of the role of women in development
and consideration of the impacts of such co-operation and the status of women.

304. Decisions taken during the united Nations Decade for women mandated those
United Nations bodies which are active in the field of development to devote
9reater attention to the integration of issues relevant to women into their workprogrammes. The United Nations bodies have been dealing with these issues mainlyby establishing special bureaux, units and focal points. Hohrever, this has not
been sufficient, since rtomenrs departments have tended to operate in isolation. Itwill' therefore' be necessary to widen the scope and objectives of the activitiesof so-called womenrs desks, to incorporate wornen into'ongoing and plannedprogranmes. This, however' reguires additional methodological efforts in terms ofresearch and resources.

305. The united Nations system should ensure that wonen achieve adeguate
representation within the United Nations and its specialized agencies and alsoensure tbat womenrs issues are recognized and dealt with effectively throughout theUnited Nations system. The United Nations Secretariat should have informalconsultations with delegations to ensure that more numbers of women get ineo theunited Nations system. Further, in all conferences organized under the auspices ofthe United Nations system, it should be ensured that womenrs issues are taken onthe agenda so that they are not bypassed.

305. $lorking linkages within and between these organizations, as well as with tbe
Branch for the Advancement of women of the Centre for Social Develognent and
Humanitarian Affairs, the Voluntary Fund for the united Nations Decade for l{omen
and the rnternational Research and Training rnstitute for the Advancement of women,should be established in order to integrate activities oriented towards providing
benefits not only to rtomen, but, through the advancement of the role of qromen, tothe overall developnent, of developing countries. The unitbd Nations secretariat
should ensure that womenrs issues are integrated into the broad range of activitiesof the united Nations, particurarly in the priority sectors.

307. In this context the United Nations should particularly plomoEe and support
ECDC/TCDC programmes in various fields.
308. Non-aligned and other developing countries should support the work of the
United Nations system in pursuing these aims tbrough active participation andshould make their contribution by ensuring that these aspects become an integralpart of their activities. The non-aligned and other developing countries shouldco-ordinate to put forward proposals to the bodies and agencies of the UnitedNations to Ehe effect that their activities ensure the participation of women andthe assessment of the inpact of their activities on the role and position of womenin developing countries. one such proposal could be that indicative planningfigure (rPF) of the united Nations Development programme include these aspects.,
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309. The non-aligned and other developing countries should provide an impetus to
other international organizations - intergovernmental and non-governmental - by
promoting an integrated approach to development and to consideration of the role of
nomen accordingly. The non-aligned and other developing countries could devote
particular attention to and provide support for the joint institutions of the
developing countries which are active in this field. The non-aligned countries
recognize the work of the International Centre for Public Enterprises in Developing
Countries (ICPE) on the role of women as a factor of development, in particular in
the elaboration of the study on the role of nomen in developing countries. They
invite fCPE to continue to work in this field. The non-al-igned and other
developing countries are invited to collaborate, through their institutions and
experts, with ICPE as a joint institution of developing countries on this subject,
as well as to join ICPE, if they are not yet members.

310. The lack of reliable data prevents the assessment of relative improvements in
women's status in the various sectors. It is, therefore, essential that the United
Nations Statistical Cornnission and the Commission on the Status of Wonen and
INSTRAW co-operate at the institutional level in the collection, analysis and
utilization of statistical data on the guestion of women.

311. It is necessary to support and expand technical and economic activities for
women by means of collaboration with international development assistance
agencies. In this respect, the Voluntary Fund for the United Nations Decade for
Women is particularly recognized for its innovative contribution in the area of
development and technical assistance for disadvantaged rrcmen. fts continuation and
expansion beyond the Decade with emphasis on the objectives of egualit,y,
development and peace are considered of vital imlnrtance to the development, needs
of women.

3L2. rn the field of communication there is ample scope for international
co-operation, especially regarding information relating to sharing of experience of
women and projecting activities relating to the role of womeri in devel.oprnenE in the
mass media in order to enhance both the awareness of accomplishnents as well as the
tasks that remain to be fulfilled. In this area, implementation of the action
programme on media co-operation set out at the Conference of Ministers of
fnformation of Non-Aligned Couritries, held at Jakarta in January 1984, needs to be
carried out.

313. It is also necessary to strengthen the activities of the fnternational
Research and Training tnstitute for the Advancement of Women, which performs
through its network rnode of operation an important role in this field, and to
reguest, in particular, the relevant organizations of the United Nations systern Eo
appraise what has been done to improve the sEatus of women and to increase
financial support to then"

314. Special efforts should be :nade at both the national and regional levels to
ensure that women have equal access to all aspects of modern science and
technology, particularly in the educational system. The use of science and
technology can be a powerful instrument for the advancement of women. Special
research to evolve appropriate technology for rural eromen should be carried out,
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and existing and new technologies should be disseminated as widely as possible.
The co-ordination of such act,ivities in the regions should be the responsibiLity of
the regional commissions in co-operation with other intergovernmental bodies and
agencies ttrat deal with the status of women in technology.

315. Governments and non-governmentbl organizations should organize regular
Eraining progranmes airned at inproving the status of women workers and widening
women's access to and inproving their performance in managerial positions in the
sectors of employment or self-empLolment. In this connection, the United Nations
is urged to support progranmes on networks and exchange of expertise in vocational
training being carried out by regional and subregional organizations.

316. Regional and subregional. groups have an important role to play in
screngthening the role of nomen in development. Existing regional and subregional
information systens on nornen should be reinforced. A stronger data and research
base on women should be developed in the developing countries and in the regional
commissions in collaboration with the relevant, specialized agencies, and the
sharing of information and research data should be encouraged. Information systems
at the national level should be strengthened and where they do not exist they
should be established.

317. Global, regional and subregional organizations should be strengthened through
injection of additional human and financial resources and through the placement of
tnore wonen in policy and decision-making l-evels of these bodies.

318. Exchange of infornat,ion at bilateral and multilateral forums in critical areas
on rtornenrs development needs to be promoted, for exarnple through exchange of
experiences, with success and failures, in the establishtnent of national
nachineries and exchange of research activities and studies on nonen in particular,
qovernnents of non-aligned countries, as well as non-governmental organizations tn
these countries, should organize study tours and exchange programmes for officials
and women leaders restrnnsible for women progranmes and projects and shoul.d
facilitate constant contact between such officials and women leaders.

VII. ACTION PROGRMME AND CO-ORDINATION OF FUTI'RE ACTIVITIES
OF NON-ALIGNED AND qTHER DE\TEIOPING COT'NTRIES

319. The progrannes of action adopted at previous neetings of non-aligned countries
on the role of women and the United Nations Conferences held at Mexico and
Copenhagen naintain their relevance and therefore constitute the basis for the
design, inplementation and realization of the means and strategies to be used in
the field of womenrs develotrxnent by the year 2000. The action prograrme which the
non-aligned countries may adopt during the period 1985-2000 would emerge from the
strategies designed in the context of the work done and the existing and emerging
obstacles. The action programtne may be focused on the following:

(a) Continuation and re-doubling of the efforts to put in practice the
necessary structural changes to elininate gender-based subordination and
inegualityr as well as all other types of oppression, and to nake the role of wolnen
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visible in various sectors of development, in various agencies and instruments for
government action, such as the legislature, the judiciary, planning agencies,
public enterprises, specialized agencies creaCed by governments for particular
aspects of economic and social developnent, financial institutions etc. t

(b) Concerted efforts for the eradication of illiteracy through f,ormal and
informal systernst

(c) Access to health coverage for all by the year 2000, with special enphasis
on health eurveillance focusing on nalnutrition, anaemia, natal and post-natal carel

(d) Provision of adequate housing, h'ater supply and sanitation facilities and
special tneasures in order to reduce tbe hours, the distance and the heavy
constraints imposed on women by certain daily chores such as water supply or the
collection of fuel

(e) Development of software for dissemination of information and creat.ing
awareness about applications of science and technologyl

(f) Evolving strategies for women to obtain ownership of land, access to
credit, Eechnology, fertilizersr better tools and rnachineryt

(g) Pronotlon of self-reliance in industrial production by providing
infrastructure facilitiesl

(h) Provision of the necessary infrastructure, resource and cadre support for
planning and execution of.governmental poLicies in tbis regardT

(i) Review, monitoring and evaluation of policies and programmes and their
impact on women in development, and vice versa, frqn an integrated and co-ordinated
point of viewl

(j) Promotion of value transforrnation in view of the long-term objective of
the advancement of the role of wonen in developmentl

(k) Integration of efforts made by voluntary agencies and non-governmental
organizations in the fieLd of womenrs development in public policyi

(f) Further research and training of all those involved and concerned in
prdnoting the status of wqnen, promotion of information-gathering systems in order
to provide essential inputs for governmental policies and actionsl

(m) Enhancement of the opportunities for women to take part in
decision-making as fully informed citizensl

(n) Access of wonen, as well as of men, to information on the decisions taken
by their goverrunent and on available assiscance and agencies and structures from
which to obtain such supportl

(o) Special efforts for dissemination of k.nowledge in all fields. This is
where communication technology and traditional communication channels should be
harnessedl
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(p) Exchange of information and experience, as well as consultative
arrangements at various levels, particularly at the regional and intergovernmentallevels. In this matter a number of international, regional or interregionalinstitutions might be requested to assist in the identification of comrunication
channels;

(q) Elaboration of guidel.ines for atl bilateral and multilateral technical
co-operation progranmes to ensure the incorporation of relevant aspects of the roleof women in development. The uNDP rndicative pLanning Figure should a!.so
incorporat.e these aspects for basic progratnmatic actionl

(r) rnclusion of the question of the role of women in developnent, in thepreparation of plans for negotiat,ions at all stages of the project cycle atdifferent levels of regional and international co-operation, so as to ensure thatthe results of these projects will not be in conflict with national objectivesl
(s) rncorporation of a social impact analysis into all projects to avoid

negative results. Non-aligned countriesr co-operation could help to develop thenecessary methodology for such analysisl

(t) Continuation of.the work already initiated by nations and international
research institutions in refining and building up adequate analysis, conceptual andmethodological and identification of indicatorE which can neasure the work done by
women, especially in food production and agriculture. Time series data shouldreflect the real position of wonen within the context of overall long-term trendsin developnent. Research should include gender-specific analysis to illustrate the
tl49es of ineguality which stiu resuire tneasures to overcome them.

320. Considering the fact that water is a source of life and that some countries ofthe Non-Aligned llcvenent and other developing countries struck by increasing desert
encroachment are exposed to farnine and to a lack of water ehat lead to largepopulation displacements' and considering the fact that women in these countries
are forced to cover long distances in search of water and wood for fuelrappropriate steps should be taken towards a concerted policy to fight against these
calamities by making effective use of the potential for hydro-electricity, bydigging wells, borings, constructing dams and inplementing prograrnmes to resistfurther encroachment of the desert. Considering that some menbers of the
Non-Aligned lbvement and other developing countiies are faced with famine and are
dependent on international aid, it is recommended that aid should be given in orderto encourage a policy of self-sufficiency in food and that, within the framework ofnational agricultural policies, women should have access to the means of production
such as land, agricultural credit, inputs, fertilizers etc.

321. The non-aligned and other developing countries may consider adopting astrategy for continued appraisal of the performance of member countries to ensure
that women have the right to eguality and development. fn the imrnediate future thenon-aligned countries nay consider meeting at Nairobi during the world Conferenceto be held in July 1985 to further co-ordinate the positions arrived at at the
New Delhi Conference. In order to attain a fruitful and co-ordinated actionduring the !{orld Co'nference which will be held at Nairobi, the Ministerial
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Conference decided to call upon the co-ordinating countries on Ehe role of wonen in
developrnent of the Non-Aligned Movement to hold wide-ranglng consultations with all
interested members of the Movement as well as other developing countries on the
various topics of the Conference.

322. T'he Ministerial Conference of the Non-Aligned and other Developing Countries
on the Role of Women in Development, meeting at New Delhi on 10 and ll April' anare
of national, regional and international preparatory activities that have been
undertaken all over the world in preparation for the holding of Ehe World
Conference to Review and Appraise the Achievenents of the United Nations Decade for
Wonen, scheduled to be hetd from 15 to 26 July 1985 at Nairobi, and further anare
of the outcome of the ttrird neeting of the Preparatory Body held at Vienna from
4 to 13 March 1985, expresses the wish that appropriate ways and means within the
United Nations system be used for the expeditious finalization of the work of the
preparatory Body so as to ensure the holding of the l{orld Conference at Nairobi as
scheduled.

323. The Ministerial Conference recomnends that the non-aligned and other
developing count,ries follow closely the progress achieved in favour of women and
envisages the holding of a conference at the Ministerial level every five years up

to ttre year 2000 to evaluate this progress.



I should like first to welcome all
Non-Aligned Conference on Women.

The role of women is very crucial
in many ways is an indicator as to how
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of you to India, to Delhi, to this

to the rate at which a country develops and
well the country is developing.

APPENDIX T

Inaugural address by His Excellency !,tr. Raj iv Gandhi I
Prime Minister of India

The Non-Aligned Movement represents a very large majority of humanity on this
earth. We have traditionally fought against inperialism, colonialism, racismr
neo-imperialism, and neo-colonialism, and against all forms of discrimination and
domination. l{e have fought for an eguitable social and economic order. The fightfor the rights of women is part of this larger fight.

women are the social conscience of a country. They hold our societiestogether. In developing countries women have been active in all fields and they
have risen to prominent places specially in the political field. Unfortunately, at
the lower level we have not been able to give thern enough freedon of movement,
enough help to rise above the discriminations that had been built up over thousandsof years of male-dominated society.

Subjugation, whether it is of a country or of an individual, is very similar.
And'women have been depressed. This fight to bring women out, to bring them up in
our society, is no different from the fight of the non-aligned to bring their
countries up, to buird then, and to secure more opportunities.

A societyrs progress can really be judged by how well half our societyprogresses. And if they are to progress fast, half the talent, half the energy
cannot be ignored. women must be allowed fuII freedom of action and novement.
lfo{en are egual in every way, whether in spiritual urges or in political ideals.Historically, in the natter of sacrifices, in heroism, there have been no
differences just because of sex. women have risen to the highest levels ofsacrifice, the highest levels of heroism. This is evident fron all our freedom
struggles.

But we have now to fight the social and cultural backwardness that has beenhistoricalLy thrust upon lilomen. I{ale superiority has become, in a way, a vestedinterest, and like all vested interests, it is damaging to humanity. And aI1 of
us - men and women - must fight this with all our strength. women have a right to
education, to employment, to developnent. This nust get full facilities.

l{omenrs contribution to humanity throughout history, whether in the home, in
the work place, or in society, has been no less than menrs. Still vromen today donot get adeguate opportunity in education and in employnent. we are trying to
change this in India. As Smt. Chandrashekher just saidr we have taken many stepsfor the uplift and progress of women. We realize that one of the key factors is
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education. And as a first step, we have made education free for girts - up to the
high school stage. We shall take other such steps to see that women are able to
develop. Women will be egual partners in building our nation.

The United Nations Decade for Women has fought for politicalr administrative,
legal, social, economic and cultural eguality for women. But really what we have
to do is to build this into our society. We pass laws, we have conferences. But
the idea nust permeate the hearts of people. And that is when it really will start
naking a difference.

As a group, women are perhaps the largest under-privileged group in the
world. And we must fight to remove this disparity. Our late Prime t'tinister,
fndira Gandhir has said: "It is very good to see women in top positions and they
get a lot of publicity when they come into top positions. But it is really at the
grassrooEg, 6E the daily level, that the discrimination must be removed." It is
the fight up every rung of the ladder that has to be made easier and we hope that
this Conference will contribute Cosards this struggle.

trn India we have special programmes and special monitoring to see.how women

can progress faster. l{e have had a recent Act in Parlianent - family courEs - to
prevent delays. lfe have nany social groups and voluntary agencies helping us.
Government action is good, but what is important is that the nood of society has to
be changed. This can be done only when voluntary agencies help the Crovernment.
The problems are similar all over the world, especially arnongst our developing
countries.

I hope this Conference will help to remove Ehese problems and be a major step
towards the full eouality of women in developing their potential for the benefit of
humanity. I wish you all the best for this Conference a.rd thank you for giving ne
this opportunity to talk to you.
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I. Chairperson

II. Vice-Chairpersons

III. Rapporteur General

APPENDIX II

List of office bearers

India

t. Bangladesh
2. Cuba
3. Guinea
4. frag
5. Nicaragua
6. United Republic of
7. Tunisia

Yugoslavia

Tanzania
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APPENDIX III

Agenda

I. fnauguration of the Conference.

2. Election of the Chairperson.

3. Election of officer bearers, other than the Chairperson.

4. Adoption of the agenda.

5. Other organizational matters.

6. Review and appraisal of the current status of womenr sectoral and
institutional analysis.

7. Identification of the problem areas and obstacles in attaining the objectives
of the United Naeions Decade for l{bmen.

8. D,esigning of new approaches and forward-Iooking strategies to achieve the
objectives of the United Nations Decade for Women up to the year 2000.

9. Internatioial co-operation - bilateral and multilateral - for the full
integration of wotnen, pareicularly rural wonen, in the developrnent process.

10. Action progranme and co-ordination of future activities of non-aligned and
other developing countries.




